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PREFACE
In this thesis, a study has been made of the types of 
figurative language employed by 'Plato in certain of his dia­
logues and by St# Paul In selected epistles* The purpose 
has been to determine whether St* Paul, in his use of figura­
tive language* has been influenced by the qualities of style 
developed by Plato in his dialogues* Proof will be presented 
to show that such Influence does exist* The character and 
extent of this influence will be examined*
The plan of presentation will consist of four chapters 
a® followss f,Th© Nature of Figurative Language11, wPaul's Con­
tact with Greek Life and ThoughtH, 11 The Platonic and Pauline 
Figures of Speech1*, and **&n Analysis of the Figures of Speech 
Used by 'Paul In the Epistle to the Homans and. the First 
Epistle to the Corinthians11 *
As material for tills study, the following works of Plato 
have been reviewed? the Symposium* the Timseue.* and the 
Phaedrue* These three dialogues have been treated exhaustive­
ly* Some supplementary material has been taken from Book VII 
of the Republic and the Phaedo * The text used Is that of the 
Loeb Classical Library* Where translations are given, these 
have been taken from the same volumes* Hie works of St* Paul 
that have been considered are? the First and Second Epistles 
to the Corinthians, the Epistles to the Romans, Ephesians, 
Philllplans and Co l aseians* In Chapter Three, which is de­
voted to the comparative study of the figurative language used
vi
by Fla to and Paulf i 21 us bra i Iona have boon chosen at random 
from the dialogues and epistles listed* The detailed 
analysis of the stylistic use o f figurative language by Paul 
has been based on the Epistle to the Romans and the First 
Epistle to the Corinthians * The text o f the Hew Testament 
used is that o f Wo^pott and Sort# When translations have 
been given^ they are those in the Authorised * Version*
This study was suggested by Dr* A* P* Ws^ener who has 
provided skillful and sympathetic guidance in the pin?suit 
thereof*. The criticism and guidance of Dr* g* 1* Byan is 
also deeply appreciated*
A COMPARATIVE STVW  
OF W E  m m OF FIQXffihTlVE XAHamaB BY PIATO AM0 ST.# PAUL
chapter x
THE IATOHB OF FXOTHATIVE lANOTAOB 
The purpose of this thesis# as stated in the Preface# 
has been to carry out a comparative study o f the us© 
mad© of figurative language by Plato and St.# Paul# in-the 
effort to show at least some measure of influence exerted 
by the former upon the latter in this particular phase of 
literary usage* As a preliminary step# it is desirable 
to establish the peculiar characteristics of figurative 
language in general and to define the essential nature of 
each of the specific figures which will b© examined in de­
tail as they are used by the two writers •
ihe very conception of figurative language demands 
tiie existence of a non-figurative or literal language
through which the figurative meaning may be made a common 
1concept*
Literal language consists of intuitive concepts—  
concepts which are common to everybody* These common con­
cepts are apprehended directly* They need no interpreta­
tion* They are largely objective reality,
mi nm mn — 'i»i tm ■> m wn
l,*’cr. Urban, Ib w w c t  and Realiter, p. 413
2
the material of sens© perception* f-Siua the term 11 lion1* 
mean© the same thing to ©very normal mind* The . f Igures 
of objective reality and sense perception do not change, 
regardless of any verbal treatment they m y  receive, The 
outlines of these figures, the color' and other physical 
properties are the same for everyone* Intuitive concepts 
make up the material which every man possesses* They are 
the materials with which he forms ideas.
The fundamental principle of figurative language is 
that the figures in which such language is cast give rise 
to mental activity of a more ideal nature than mere sensa­
tion# We can apply the quality of the figures to more ideal 
and universal relations* Mien we can appreciate by intui­
tive perception the courage of a lion, we gain the idea of 
courage# Mien we see the same quality in another situation, 
we express it by using trie figure of the lion*
Besides applying the perceptual experience of the image 
to building up a general concept in our own minds, w© can 
use it to stimulate other persons to similar mental activity, 
and to tiie enjoyment of a reasonably similar experience* A 
great writer must apprehend the quality of life as a whole 
and discern the universal in a particular sensuous perception, 
and us© that particular sens© perception as a symbol of the 
universal* A writer must discover a symbol, son© analogy
■*+(H* #*■■»»-W* HI #*•»#-#*»
1 Summarized from Murry, Problem; of Style# p* 93
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or similitude for the writerls thought which will exercise
a like compulsion on the ialnd of the reader#' If the reader
has' ordinary sensibilities# he will appreciate the value
1'the writer sets forth# Hies© images become symbols for 
discourse in the realm of1 ideas - symbols which have be­
come metaphors* ” The essential character of ©very symbol 
is that it is a metaphor - a word transference from oneauniverse of discourse to another’1 * The historical develop­
ment of language has been a "word transference” from the 
objective realm of discourse to the spiritual and the ideal*
Murry says* ^Metaphor becomes almost a mode of apnrehen- 
3
S io n Hm
The- values o f figurative language should not be con­
fined to the field of c omp rehens ion alone* Hie metaphor 
is a valuable method of exciting emotion* The skill of a 
writer is not measured by his ability to give' an exact 
picture of an image# but by the emotional experience he can 
create by the use of images*
The division between figurative and non-figuratlv© 
language is neither clear-cut nor static* The development 
of language describes a spiral* The expanded image becomes 
a symbol# The metaphor becomes universally recognized and
1 Ibid* p* 96
2 Wb&n* Op* Git*, p* 433
3 Murry, The Problem? of &tyle» p* 90
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for all practical purposes literal# Ifierx I t  la capable of
further expansion, and 00 our Intellectual life ascends a
winding stair# nTtie natural movement of both thought and
language is to determine the, as yet,unknown by the known*
the general movement of language- is from the physical to 
1spiritual*.1* Th.® natural movement of language is from copy 
to analogy to symbol, and so on through the cycle# lust as 
the meri sterna tic tissue of the tree gives rise to new growth, 
so figurative language gives rise to the development of 
thought# Figurative language, like the growing part of a 
plant, may. be flexible to the point of instability, but it is 
the growing part of thought pushing through the -crust of the 
empirical into- the non-empir 1 cal; from its roots in the 
physical it leads tie into the spiritual# It gives direction 
to the organism of ideas already developed* Hi© dead cells 
of the tree give the plant substantial form, but the meri- 
stematic tissue gives it expansion and direction - yea, Its 
life* Ih&t which is the flexible growing part of the tree 
■also Is steadily developed into rigid substantial tissue.
Our figures of speech are steadily turned into concepts which 
are generally appreciated and understood#
Hence the study of the figurative language of a philoso­
pher such as Plato and a religious teacher, as well as a phi­
losopher such as St* Paul, is not only of Interest as Illus-
I Uroan, bp# Cit# p# 426
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tr&bing their stylistic methods, but of the greatest im­
portance as revealing the inmost spirit of their thinking* 
Figurative language is an Individual creation* It is 
limited and modified by the author1© personality and Its
context#. ”Metaohor is the unique expression of a writer’s
* 1individual via Ion*11 rJh© context makes it clear whether
or not a concept Is presented literally or symbolically*
hanger says* 11 All discourse involves two elements which may
be called respectively# the context (verbal or practical)
and the novelty* Hie novelty Is what the speaker Is trying
to point out or express* For this purpose he will use any
word which occurs to him* Hie word may be apt or it may be
exiguous or even new; the context seen or stated modifies
2
it and determines just what it means*1* Hiis necessitates 
the employment by the writer of a language which has common 
appreciation* and which Is understood generally for the 
interpretation of the figurative language* Hie outstanding 
difference between literal and figurative language is that 
the former contains a common concept for a race or group; 
while the latter is an individual creation and requires In- 
terpretalon to make the idea It contains common property of 
the group* Figurative language may in extreme cases, defy
1 Slurry* Op* Git** p* 39 f*
2 hanger* Hillo,sophy in a hew Key., p. 139
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interpretation, and remain only significant to its creator# 
in the same way, figurative language tmy give rise to 
various interpretations* When the figurative .meaning of 
an expression becomes a common concept, its meaning becomes 
fixed and rigid, a part of mathematical^logical language 
with a fixed and well defined common meaning*
Since language has developed in this way, we may ex­
pect the figurative language of each writer to be his own
creation, and to reveal his peculiar traits of personality
and processes of reasoning* Mien either thought or stylistic 
device is recognised in the work of a later writer, the in­
fluence of the former upon the latter may be accepted as 
.Ipso facto determined*.. According to the above principle of 
employing symbolic language, a writer may not only build his 
Images of the raw objective and perceptual material, but he 
may at any time expand any concept which is the. property of 
current communication by -a symbolic use* He may use the 
previous literature to which h© has access, either through 
adopting the thoughtj  or if ignoring the thought, by using 
the images created c r the words employed as a stylistic de~ 
vice for conveying his own thought* *Bius we may recognise 
the concepts and .images used by the Apostle Paul as Plato’s 
creation, but the context shows us that Paul is using them 
to serve his own purpose# On the other hand, determination 
of actual borrowing may be difficult % for a writer may use 
such material because it is popularly known* ihe reflection
7
of m persona! contact with it and acceptance of definite in­
fluence m y  be subject to dispute* Hence* in the present 
presentation* the m e t  'that can be done will be to point 
out what to the feeling of the investigator appears to be 
influences and borrowings* Ho categorical claim to absolute 
certainty is intended*. Mien* however*, a previous literature 
is used as inspiration .and/model for symbolic express ion, we 
are frequently, .able- to- recognise the prototype through ex­
amination of the context* for the symbol usually brings along 
with It bits of Its original setting end , lts|, original color-
' : A ■- '•“.■■' _ : ;,i r *■
ing* Hence, the comparative study of the figurative usage 
of Plato and Paul will help In determining the literary and 
conceptual indebtedness of the Christian teachers to the 
classical Greek philosopher*
Figurative language has clothed itself in a variety of 
well; recognised forms, stabilised in their essential elements 
by the usage of writers during centuries of literary history* 
Hiey are comonly denominated as figures of rhetoric, 33a© 
figures which have proved to be most suggestive for the present 
investigation are the simile, metaphor, allegory, and myth*
Ihes© will now be defined* starting with the simplest and 
most direct and proceeding to these which are more complex, 
and which, therefore, require finer interpretation#
BIE SIMILE
Tkx0 simile is a very simple method of proceeding from 
the sensuous to the ideal* Hi© idea Is merely compared with
8
some awiuoig or well recognised concept*
mm ttm u m o n
tee metaphor is a complete word transference from the 
sensuous to the _ ideal* A term is taken from the realm of 
the intuitive or sensuous and is used to convey ideal mean-* 
ing* teus when ■ we ■ sayt wHe is a lion11* we do not convey the 
idea that the person has the form and physical properties of 
a lion* We are using one or more qualities of the animal to 
describe ideal qualities of the man*
THE AlflEQORY
1nihs allegory is an extended metaphor"* Both are a 
mod# of relating action In two normally unrelated spheres| 
case of the allegory* of expressing an underly- 
teg truth or teaching* a significant principle by analogy 
with a happening to the world of realities* Metaphor is toe 
term used to. describe the portrayal of such analogy by using 
one word* When figurative expression of this type is organ­
ized into a narrative or continued discourse* it is termed an 
allegory* A writer can purposely create an allegory by em­
ploying figures of common life to express spiritual and ideal 
realities* He realises that toe Ideal meaning must be de­
rived by interpretation* A reader can ^oply allegorical in­
terpretation to literature whether or not the writer origi­
nally meant it to be a literal narrative or an allegory*
1 o f* Macbeth, tee Mg&vfe and Mirth of Literature, p, !•
9
TOE OTTO
Hi© myth represent© man1 s earliest attempt to Interpret
hi© environment♦ He explained, his physical environment in
terms of hi© own thoughts and feelings* Either taowingly
or ignorantly he used his own thought© and activities as a
figure- to express hi© concept of what was taking place around
him, Whether or not the myths were ever, conceived literally
w# haven© way of knowing* w$h© Homeric Greeks probably did
not believ^-'in Apollo a© an.American,fundamentalist believes
In Jonah and the whale, yet Apollo was not a literary fancy,
a pure figment.****,* He was one of the prime realities****the
Sun, the God, the Spirit from which men received inspiration*. #
tb^^were figure© of thought* and the only figures that
1*really bald and creative thought knew*1* Whether or not the
myths were accepted literally at first Is not as important
to tliis study a© the fact that they gave to both religion and
philosophy terms with which to work* Religion can express Its
deepest insights by using the language of the myth5 11 a© not
only Plato but all the religions geniuses of all time® and
2all people© have discovered***. The earliest essays in phi­
losophical composition used the language of the myth* Gradu­
ally philosophy evolved a language of its own* but the 
language was made up in a large part of terms borrowed from
1 cf Hanger, Op* Git*, p* 1902 cf Urban, Op, Clt*, 1% 692
mythology*
THE PRBVffiS
The proverb is a shorter form of allegory* It con­
sists of a common observation of certain objective relations 
to which a symbolic moaning may be applied by a large num­
ber of people*
Certain other rhetorical devices contain within them­
selves the qualities o f figurative language when used to 
illuminate and vitalize literary work* They are the en­
comium, the inspirational climax of praise, the dramatic
setting, allusions to contemporary life# {contained es~
/
peei&lly in similes and metaphors), and quotations from 
earlier literature* They have been included in this investi­
gation because they supplement so strikingly the evidence 
drawn from the more stereotyped figures of rhetoric upon the 
relation of Paul * a literary style to that of Plato*
CHAPITER II
PAUL*8 CONTACT WITH GREEK 1XFB MID THOUGHT'
Hie dependence of Paul upon Plato f o r  forms of liter­
ary expression, for turns of thought, and even some tines 
for the mold into which he cast his reflective utterances—  
which dependence constitute© the theme of the following 
chapter— has its foundation in the circumstances of PaulF a 
own life -and training* Paul was born and educated in the
city of Tarsus, the principal city of the section of Asia
« -Minor known as Cilicia* Hie importance of Tarsus as a 
center of Hellenistic philosophy will be touched upon later* 
BUb in every aspect of l i f e  the contact of a cltIsen of the 
city with Greek culture was intimate*
Hie conquests of Alexander brought a great part of 
Asia into the sphere of Greek influence* Cities wore domi­
nated by Greek ideas, and made to conform as much as possi­
ble to the Greek ideal of urban life* The way was opened 
for the Greek conception of Ilf© to spread over all Asia and 
Egypt* This Is especially true of those sections of Asia 
which, after Alexander* s death, cam© under the rule of the 
Seloucid dynasty* The Solenoid monarch© welcomed Greek 
settlers* They encouraged the founding of cities patterned 
on the Greek type and gave them some measure of self govern­
ment*
Hue Greek way of life was the life of the city* A
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civilised life meant city life to the Greeks« The ilellen- 
issed cities of Asia and Asia Minor possessed the essential 
features of.Greek city life: paired streets and squares*
water supply and drainage^ , hygienic markets* extensive 
school buildings and libraries* stone theatres* athletic 
grounds' and race courses* elaborate temples mid altars*
Mucation was centered in the gymnasia -under the di~ 
raction of officials called gymnaelarch©# A settlement 
without a gymnasium could not hop© to bo regarded as a city* 
A young man usually finished the athletic and cultural 
training of the gymnasium^ then he selected a teacher if he 
desired higher learning* A man was not considered educated 
unless he had read Homer and Plato* Ihe same books and 
plays were read in all cities -throughout the Hellenistic 
world*
Ha© Hellenistic period was characterised by its pro-*
lific production of writers* Many men sought recognition
as authors# Hi a wealthy Hellenistic rulers endowed writers
who were thus enabled to give their whole time to literary
efforts* Books were plentiful and easily obtained* It was
during this period that the scholars at Alexandria'did
their beet work in criticism and in cataloging the texts of
the Gre:ek classics* Hie Hellenistic period indeed is
characterised more for its work in grammar and textual
1criticism than by its creative production*
Aftd'ehi- ,1# Of* Roatovtseff; History..of theAWorld, Vol*I, Hie Orient and /
Greece, pp. 564-bObf irever .HHistorvJ or AncienTTTivTlTzatToH, 
vo-L# X, fhe Ancient Hear East and Greece*^ ¥
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The conquest by the Homans brought no changes in the 
preponderance of Greek Influences* Hie- Homans adminis­
tered the affairs of government and the law* But "the cul­
ture of the orient was Hellenistic, not Homan* Paul ex­
pressed the pride of a citizen-of a Greek city-when he said
to the Homan centurion in the Acts of the Apostles (21:39):
J  E y o o  9̂ / £ v '  C / A i ^ l o v S c u i # ^  ThLf>rto*>
t k s  k i 1 i l r t G . s ,  o v ic  a t q j j o t /  t j o X z w s  i r ^ M r ^ s
This was Paulfs answer to the centurion * Paul had asked 
permission to speak* The centurion did not know Paul was 
a Jew; therefore* he said (Acts 21:37) \£\lyivirl) V 1 
Paul answered this by telling the centurion that he was from 
Tarsus*
Thus Paul was born, reared and educated in Greek sur­
roundings* Though he sprang from a Hebrew family* he was a
Homan citizen* ( i ie t s  22:28}: iu~fl S £ O
-*£ iA i6u0X o ** ttii/
, t t * * <■* r  •TlCAlTelCt^ TClU T W  °  d<L ^CU/AOS>
'e f * i  'fc y to  S i  kq a  Y ^ y z \/ l'~ ^ l/44&l'
The intimate acquaintance of Paul with Greek life of 
his time supplied material for allusion in simile mid 
metaphor and tinged his writings In other respects as well* 
But his acquaintance went deeper than this and. must be under-
«i'MM>WWW<« «■*«•»
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stood as It affects directly the validity of conclusions
drawn in Chapter Three# Reference has already been m d e
to the fact that Tarsus, the home city of Paul, was. a
center for the study of Greek philosophy# In such an
environment, Paul was reared# He was brought uo in isn-
1mediate .contact with Greek athletic and municipal life#
The tongue and, soul of Hellenism was planted in him as h©
2grew up in Tarsus*
Charles 3Johnston comments on the zeal with which the inhabi­
tants gave themselves to the study of philosophy and sug­
gests two ardent disciples of Plato who may have been them­
selves heard, or whose works may have been studied in Tarsus#
"Restor" says Johnston, ”vms a disciple of Plato and Paul4may have seen and listened to neetor*M
The second and. most important Platonist whom Johnston
cites is Philo of Alexandria* Speaking of Philo, he says:
"Tarsus whose inhabitants, according to Strabo, applied
themselves to the study of philosophy with such ardor that
they surpassed Athens, Alexandria and every other place
where there were schools and lectures of the philosophers
would, in all probability, be among the first to tali© up the
5works of such a distinguished disciple of Plato#"
1 of Ramsay, Teachings of Paul in the Light of the Present Pay PP*49* 445 
2*Cf# Doissman, Paul, p*.41"Paul and Philo" Constructive Quarterly I, 3 1 0 ^ 8 2 5  ̂ See^iso
4# Xbid#J p, 819, (Glover, Paul of Tarsus, p. 6
5 * Xbld^ pt 818 #
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ihus, a comparison of a passage from the First Epistle 
to the Corinthians (16:47-49) with a passage from Philo* s 
work show© that Paul was familiar with the writings of 
Philo.* Philo* according to Johnston, writes:
"Dual is the race of men* For one is the heaven­
ly man and the other is the earthly man* Bow 
the heavenly man as being born in the image of 
God, la wholly without part in the corruptible
and earthly being* But the earthly man is made
1of matter which he calls dust*” (Compare this passage 
with the one in the First Epistle to the Corinthians 15:47- 
49 A.V.):
*fThe first man is of the earth, earthy: the se­
cond man is of heaven# ■ As is the earthy, such, 
are they also that are oar thy: and as is the 
heavenly, such ar© they also that are heavenly#
And as we have borne the image of the earthy, 
we shall also boar the image of the heavenly*ir
Paul display©! a comprehension of the thought and temper 
of the Hellenistic world in which he lived when he wrote 
(I Cor. l:S2 )s C7rei5‘'>l )oufkrt-OI eryiAtZl*.
CuWoDirl'/ KCb'l 'f AX>l/£S <ro(p>^ T O O M V
1 Quoted by John ston^C Ibid, p* 815) from Philo, Left urn Allemoria I, 12:^Cohn Vol* I P* 69
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He. evaluates the dialectic method in the following 
passage (X Cor* Is 17): O 6 ycL^a c c v t t r ic ik s ts
stse ' X p i<r r o %  $ C L T r-n 'Z e n s i/U 1  £%~ 
d \ Y c ^  o  u k -  c u .
‘/ W  / t t ^  K Z V b f l f y  o rT T O ,^ a ^  - ro u  j^ fb u r ro u .
Paul i© fully cons cl otis that the Gospel cannot be pro­
pagated by force of reason alone, and that it cannot be
apprehended by the dialectic method (I Cor# is 18): cO  
yotyO O T o U  (rifovpov roTs 0-77 o}-
% u / o t i v o i s  to 7̂ > S's
'TIAVV Fu^CL/t^7b QtrOU 
Ho one but a maxi brought up in the atmosphere of philo­
sophic lectures and debate would make the following allusion 
(I Cor Is20)$ TToO <TO(j)OSj V O U  ^yOb/Of/^CUTSUS^
JTOU  ( T V v J y i T ' n T Y i S  •r o u ^  cut u > i s o s  t o o t o v j
o'uX< 6  * * 0 s  w  <ro<ffw
- r o u  ic o < s -y H °u  r o u  t o o
The world did not approach God by wisdom but through
the more dram tic appeal of the cross (I Cor* 1:2 1) s 
£ T l£ iS > \  Y&f0 £ V T p  <ro<pt<t r o u  &-COU 0 0 k  
o  K o s M o s <5~! r r t s s t r o f i ^ s  r o v
‘& Z O U  &C /Sc? kr"rtQ-£,ls' 0  P-ZOS 0 \CL T « 6  , 
^ ^ 7 a . s  r o u  !CY)^o^^ros /pu.(ra,\ Toos
TflTS-T&U o \/t £>cst
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Paul realises the contrast between proclaiming Christ
and the dialectic method o f arriving at conclusions* He
realises that the crucifixion of Christ and Its effect Is
out of tli© realm of speculation, hut he is keenly aware of
Its power among the masses#
The dialectic method and speculation does not move
the masses* II© quotes a passage from the Old Testament
to support his position (I Cor* 1:19): (X S Ilo )' C°
j v 11/ tyaSl'iCbv' j ’& v  (T: OCp co is tCftsl TV is 
0-(pi/£(piis T & y  ( t o y & T ' u j y  'c l& s t y i< r c u .
0Philosophy is rejected, not because of any inherent ovi1, 
but because it Is not a method of dealing with the masses* 
Paul calls the preaching of the cross the foolishness of
aGod, and the weaioiesa of God# He realises that it Is 
dramatic' and ©notional rather than speculative# Ho is tak­
ing cognisance of the fact that emotion is the only force 
to move the masses as well as the comparatively few thinkers* 
"The world by wisdom knew not God"*
The following passag© proves that he considered the 
majority of people he wished to roach unable to appreciate 
any philosophical approach to the problem of finding God 
(I Cor, lj2G): f f X t i t t j Z  Y-<yo T Y i V  k ' A i i t ' i i '
O m cv\S j CLS^dA (Po* 0 7 / o u  i r o A ^ o i  <yo<po'i/ Ka*T<K 
( r d p K d j  OU T T o h k o i  S~Ut/CLTO\j 0U  tfo M 0 '
1 Quoted by Paul i*ro#|(Ica. 29:14 .
2 I Cor. 1:25
5 See above p. !(.
Everybody Is not wise, neither Is everyone concerned with
a philosophical approach to God*
Paul,s allusion to philosophy In the letter to the
Co.'} ossIans Is an Illustration of his appreciation of
philosophic writings {Col* 2:8): 13A £ 77
J/7/ Ti S U/HR-% 'dirTy' o  <ruA&YcuYJP1' 
Pi a  t G  £> (p iA 0 $v(ptG-'z> tca> i K ^ - V H S
olxcL t h s  ic & tol r - h y  n a p ^ ^ y
'c L v & p tA j- r i ' tu is ,  trc L T A  W  < T T a i X c i $ - Y 
-rou /t'oirMou fc&i ICaroi
After this allusion to philosophy, h© continues,
(Col. 2:10)s '/few <z$ri cv a,urc^ rizTi\'hyu,~
M zvo t; os t f r n u  •£} (rt^aAA; 'Ttoutns 
Cip/3s fra.) i y  ood-t'aSj
This concept will be later shown to be a part of Plato1 
X
1 See Chapter III p# 71
CHAPTER III
THE PLATONIC AND PAULINE USE OF FIGURES OF SPEECH
In the previous chapter it has been shown that St.
Paul was brought up in an environment steeped in Hellenistic 
culture. Particularly pertinent to our enquiry is the Fact 
that the city of Tarsus in which he was reared was a center 
for the study of philosophy. It has been suggested that 
Paul may have had contact with Philo and Nestor who were 
ardent disciples of Plato. Some examples have been cited 
from the Epistles which show paufs immediate contact with 
Greek philosophy and his interest in it.
A clearer appreciation of the indebtedness of Paul 
to the writings of Plato in choosing the mold in which 
both his thought and his language should be cast,will be 
gaindd by an examination of the figurative language used 
by each. The present chapter will,therefore9present a sur­
vey of certain characteristic and conspicuous figures of 
speech employed by Plato, which constitute also an essential 
element*in Paul*s literary style. The analysis is concerned 
primarily with the works of Plato and Paul mentioned in 
the Preface together with some supplementary examples chosen 
at random from other works. The figures analyzed are those 
mentioned in Chapter one.
TH^ MYTH
Hie myth Is a conspicuous device in Plato*s writings*
Four notable ones are, ”Hie■Charioteer and the Winged.
1Horses”, in the Phaedra© * Th© ,f Halving of Man” in the 
2 5
STOpq&itpsu ”Hie Birth of Love11 in the Symposium* and ” Hie4Gave11 In the Republic ,̂
The first myth tliat will be considered is the story
of a charioteer driving a pair of winged horses introduced .5in the Phaedrua« It is told by Socrates* Hi© horses of
6the gods are all good and of good descent* but the human
soul drives a pair, on© of which is a splendid animal but7the other Is a mean beast* Hie good horse stands at the 
right* and 1ms clean limbs* lie carries his neck high* has 
an aquiline nose, Is white in color, and has dark eyes*
Hie driver does not need a whip or rein* but guides him with 
a word* Hi© other horse is shaggy-ear©d, and has crooked 
limbs* H© Is difficult to control* even with whip and spurs 
When Sous goes to a feast or banquet, all the gods follow 
after him, up to the vault of heaven* Hie gods have well 
matched horses, and can easily drive up to the top* where 
they take their place on the outer surface of heaven* Hi ere
1* £464 - 256E 2* X89B - 193.0 3* 2033 - 204C 4* 6144 - 61GD 5* Phaedrus, 246A -* 256E 
6* Ib'iudL#"- - 2464 
7, Ibid* 2530 - 253E
they ape turned round to behold wonderful things* Ih© 
revolution Is completed when the charioteer brings his 
horses down and gives them ambrosia and nectar at the 
manger#
Mortal souls, however, who wish to follow God to
1
this place where they can "feed on eternal verities*1 ,
have great difficulty In getting the bad horse to make
the ascent# Those most like God are able to be lifted up
Into the outer region, but the bad hors© Is so unruly that
they are not able to see many things# Their vie?/ Is not
complete#. Soma souls are unable to reach the outer
region and there is much confusion, rivalry and collision,
These go away and feed on opinion* The soul that has seen
most will enter into the birth of a man who Is to be a
philosopher# The souls enter Into different grades of
men according to the amount they have seen In their cir-
2cult through the realm above the heaven*
The model upon which this myth Is built is the chariot 
race of Plato*© time* but It Is given a fanciful touch 
through introducing the figure of winged horses and plac­
ing the setting of the story’ In the realm of the Immortals. 
Plato thus combines figures from mythology and everyday life*
#**#«*»«•* m Ml HI llll —
1 Ibid. 247 E2 Ibid. 246 A - 249 A
bo this myth Plato gives an allegorical interpretation* 
Ho has created it for the purpose of describing by indirect 
concent what cannot be aoorohen&ed directly (Ph&edrus*246A)s
It is not within huximn power to describe the ‘form of 
the soul* The discourse would bo too long5 but is Is with** 
in human power to describe it briefly In a figure* Having;
interpretation of each feature* H© develops the meaning of 
the. wings* particularly, in minute detail by an extended dis-
literal concept of the wing will also show ho?/ ho has carried 
the riyth along as he develops its allegorical interpreta­
tion* The Interpretation is woven into the myth so that 
myth and interpretation rial:© up a continuous discourse*
Hi© wing Is that part of the soul which partabes of 
divino nature* The wings of the soul are nourished and caused 
to grow by wisdom# goodness and similar qualities* Opposite
introduced the figure* he proceeds to give an allegorical
1course*
Til© fallowing discussion of his expansion of the
1 Ibid* 246 A - 255 C
qualities such as violence, cause the wings to waste away
1and to be destroyed* Plato has introduced the characters of 
the story before he starts hie interpretation of the wings. 
Then follows a description of the struggle to reach the 
place where the soul can feed on eternal verities# Many 
souls must go away and feed on opinion, but the realm above 
the earth Is the best pas ,urag© to feed on and develop the 
wings (Phaedrus 248B ■* 248C)? OO &  7̂
TioXXyi ^rnouSX t o  aAvjPzi'tis 
77 £  f i 'ov oo e.rr'o '; -n rz Sy) ̂  i  
n^Kouva.- ( f o X ^ s  a f i * T < £
yo/My\ £ . f c  Too i,hrz‘ X tijKwi/os 
T U r X i v u  oStreLj %  ^  r o u m ^ o u
c p J e n S ; c l  y ' W  K o u < ? » J i f(L l>
, '  L '
7~OUt o j "7̂ 0 £ ̂  £
The object of all, this struggle, is to reach the realm above 
where the soul will grow and be nourished*
If the soul follows after God and sees any of th© truth® 
it will not be harmedj- but if it fails to see or falls to 
follow what It does see, It is filled with evil and forgetful 
ness and loses its wings* Hie human soul must have a re«* 
collectlon of those things which it beheld when it made this
m* m* mm tmmm ** ++++•*
\  Ibid. 246 E 
2 .Ibid I 248 C -
journey with God and nos© into real being# If a nan em­
ploye such memories rightly# ho In  always becoming per-*
1feet. :-H© is turning his attention toward the divine.
Hie' ©arthly copies of justice and temperance have no 
light in them. But those who have an adequate recollection 
of the realities they perceived when the soul was follow**aing God# can see in these images the true nature of which
they are only a copy# At a former time# the soul saw
beauty in all its light and brightness* It followed after
Zeus, and was in a state of perfection. It saw beauty in
its pur© state* Hmt was th© tin© before the soul has
entombed in the body and experienced evils*
Plato then describe© th© effect of th© beautiful on
men* If they have any recollection of the realities they
perceived when their souls followed Zeus, they recognise
beauty of body as a copy of real beauty. Therefor©, their
wings are nourished and made to grow* Since beauty is of
th© realm that provides nourishment for the wings, when
they boo Its copy, the wings begin to grow. If men have
not been newly initiated, or have been corrupted, they do
not grow wings, but proceed to lust and begetting like a 4beast* In this way, Plato shows how lov© can be an uplifting
l.Ibid. 249 B - 249 D2.Ibid, 247 0 - 247 E
5 .Ibid# 250 B - 250 C4.Ibid* 250 E - 251 A
power or a degrading influence according to the type of 
soul a man lias • She soul that has followed Zeus loves an 
individual who has a philosophical and lordly nature* When 
such a one is found# the follower of Zeus tries to give him 
a lordly character* Both lover and beloved spend their time 
in company with learning and philosophy*
After this involved interpretation of the wings, Plato 
begins an interpretation of the horses* ‘hie good horse is# 
symbolically* temperance and modesty, a follower of true 
glory* He is guided by reason* The bad horse iSj symbolic* 
ally* insolent pride* He represents the lower urges and 
the vicious nature of man* Th© good horse is the noble 
nature* By'this allegory, Plato describes the struggle be­
tween evil and noble desires*
The following analysis will illustrate Plato’s rami­
fications in his use of the myth* He presents to the reader 
first in. a few words* the figure of the charioteer and. horses* 
He then immediately tells why the soul is mortal or immortal •
It is immortal when it is fully winged* When it loses its
1wings and settles do\m to an earthly body* it is mortal*
After he states this principle* he proceeds to tell why the2soul loses its wings* The function of the wing is to carry 
that which is heavy up to the place where dwells the race
of the gods* Tli© wing is that part of the body Which par­
1 Ibid* 246 02 Ibid. 246 D
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takes of divine nature* It is nourished by beauty, wisdom
and goodness which are parts or divine nature* The oppo*
Isite qualities destroy the wings * Th© gods can easily go 
to the top of the vault o f heaven and take their place 
where they can behold the things outside or heaven, but
2mortals have a harder struggle because o f the bad horse#
5The realm above the heaven is where th© soul beholds reality#4Tiiis is the place where the wings o f the soul are nourished*
But many souls cannot reach this place because of the bad
horse* They are carried round beneath the vault o f heaven
and break their wings* Those who do make the' ascent cannot
see all there is to b© seen, because they are troubled by
the bad horse* The soul that sees the most realities en~
5ters into- the birth o f a man who la to be a ohlloeother*
6Only th© philosopher1® soul has wings# The other souls lose
their wings .because they have not reached th© place where
they could be nourished by the divine* These souls go Into
th© various grades o f  men according to th© amount they were
7able to so© while they were following the gods*
There follows next a description of the method by whichathe souls of men regain their wings* Memory Is then intro-
•* mm
1 Thus he Interprets as he develops the myth.2 Ibid. 247 A - 247 BS Ibid. 247 D4 Ibid. 248 B5 Ibid. 248 D6 Ibid. 249 A - 249 C7 Ibid. 248 D - 240 E
8 Ibid. 248 E - 249 C
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duced a® a recollection of those tilings th© soul one© beheld.
iXaS 0u\f a, XU y a m - ro  o  v o v t u >9.
This constitutes an allusion t« the realm above th© heaven
which was introduced in 247 C# When a man sees beauty on
earth, he remembers the ideal beauty, and feels his wings
beginning to grow, Those who can remember can se© in th©
earthly copies of justice and temperance the nature, of that
which they imitate, Then is introduced for th© third time,
2an allusion to th© realm which was first Introduced in 2470* 
The discussion of memory Is now laid aside to return to 
th© consideration of beauty which has been introduced above*
It was the most brilliant of all th© visions and, therefore, 
appeals' to sight which is the sharpest of our physical 
senses, She effect of a beautiful body on men is described* 
Ihoa© who have adequate recollection of th© realities of 3the upper world react to beauty in any form by growing wings *
This, Plato interprets as a spiritual love which leads men4to philosophy and pure beauty* Those who have no recollection5of divine tilings turn to licentious behavior*
1 Ibid, 249 D - 249 £2 & t  * Ibid* 250 B - 250C3 Ibid, 251 A «* 251 254 Ibid* 253 A - 253 B5 Ibid* 250 E ~ 251 A
(Phae& rus 2 4 9 C jt  Touro S 1 a-i/a/ii/Yhn^ ztrewMV,
CL 7TOTJ €.t&'4£)/ /yq/4CAjy 97 C f U $ e i < r c L
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M ext £& de ve lop e d the concept of following after th©
different gods*- Hie follower® of Zeu® seek after a lover
who has a soul like Zeus# who 'is philosophical and lordly 
1in nature#, Hiose who follow Ares turn their love into mur*-
2der and violence#
Flato ha® developed all these philosophical principles
3to Ills interpretation of th© wings# H© then considers the 
good and bad horse and the charioteer# The struggle of 
the charioteer and the good hors© with the vicious horse is 
interpreted a® the-mind and the good qualities struggling 
with th© impulse toward licentious behavior# (fhao&rus 258A*»
S56B ) t } E<Lv m I v S'VI o f iv c U  r<c cwW^i/ /rU
Qiio irofa# '  K i t ^ r v i  n i  f tO  r!u> rn  s  
W * * ' 7 A ,  W * * ' '  OMOVf»T,KW t o v
d i a l  S t a y o iy ^ i ^  |yn?=aT£is oa/ t w v  K a i
'6 v -&>, &~o &A ^  tt/0‘ ^  % Kat 'r f ' ^ ns/
i v t ) c W ' l' tT 0 ;  i X c o ^ p w j r c i ^ ^  ^  , af  f r H  , 
r ^ L r w tnvT & ^S t Srt uudniT&poi ifc i e / ta.<ff>oi
o y S r ^ ^  T u j v  - f f z i c u r  77- clX CLi dr M ^ tu ju  
-T ools cL S fluA y i &CV <S J0/K V/C4 77 \ cote t o y  £ 1/ 
\ ez y \ K n KCLTi^S O o  / t t z iy o j /  as^& J& bv o u rz .  
T - o o f /o o & u v r i  C L y & fW T t iv v j  o 'u r%  #£/a _
/A d y ta ,  ^ o y a j y t  r t c t o i /  t o n  co*
1 Ibid# 252 D «* 253 A
2 Ibid# 252 C3 Ibid# 246 A - 253 C
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mis is an additional Interpretation of th© struggle
introduced in 248 B* Thm idea is further developed by pro*
senting the analogy between th© distraction caused by the 
1bad horse# and those who are occasionally overcome, but who
struggle to be virtuous* m©s© will live a happy life and
2
eventually receive their wings*
3In th© S^sposium, the myth of 11 The Halving of Man” is 
related* This is much more concise and less intricate in 
its telling and interpretation than the previous one* Hie 
narrative is placed in the mouth of Aristophanes© who is 
guest at a dinner given by Agathon for Socrates and his 
friends-#
Originally, man was globular in shape* He had four 
legs, four a w  and two faces* He was twice over the man 
he was at present* There were three sexes, male, female 
and male-*f©mal©* But man conspired against the gods, and 
th© gods cut him in two, r .  ■ „ thereby,, reducing his strength* 
Each half went about seeking th© other half of himself*
When they found each other, they wound their arms about 
each other and refused to do anything apart* If one half 
died, the other went about embracing any other half of man 
it could find* This was about to result in the destruction 
of th© race, because the halves would not let go of each 
other to work or to ©at* Zeus, therefore, took pity and
X Ibid* 248 A 
8. Ibid* 836 D 3. 189 D - 193 0
s o
organised the eexu&l organa for satiety and propagation# 
Baeh. half 1© constantly searching for the half that 
will fit him. Those halves which were originally parts of 
the composite b&x form the male and the female mien# Those 
which were parts of men. love men* Those women who incline
toward other women were originally parts of the female.
*
This fanciful story is used by Plato to prove that 
love is a higher than mere sexual attraction* (Symp* 192C- 
192B)s o u f e v i yA,(° ^  (fojpe/e. t o Dt > tA^cLt i j  ru > v  
G L ^ o $ \< r lc o v  (TUMUiriCLj d u ^  tLjSa - r o v r o u
t v z k a .  h t f o s  C T tjz tf truvcov
o u t o o s  ivi sMtftiiy# -a-nooSyts' A  A 
'oOd o r >  oL '^o / u l ^ ' y ]  £ ka .T & f> oc,"h
S y i \ y i C-iTr/î  3  o 3  S u ^ tcu  ̂ y eTt-j flXW
O /3<?u\ c T6LI tea I CHYlTlVTCU'
Bo one,, therefore, should think of the pleasure of being to­
gether as a mere amorous connection* It Is the expression 
of a vague longing which cannot be satisfied*
The basis of this myth Is the Idea of rnn’s fall from 
favor with God* His craving for entirety Is his desire to 
be brought to God* If man continues to be disorderly to­
ward heaven,, he will suffer further reduction of strength.
The implication Is that man increase® hi® strength by right 
1living*
1 |tt# 193 A
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A third myth Is that of the "Birth of Love" in the 
1Sy^oslum* It is placed in the mouth of the wise woman, 
Diofeima,. whom Socrates consulted for a definition of love* 
Mien Aphrodite was bom, the gods made a great feast* 
Among the company was” 0 s .J 'tn riS 'os u io ^  T fo ^ o s  ^ 
Resource, the son of Cunning* "T jfzY tv^ ”, Poverty, came to 
beg* Resource had become tipsy, and was asleep in the 
garden of Seus* Poverty lay down beside him ■ and conceived 
love* therefore, because Love1 s mother was poor, he also 
is poor, but as a son of Resource, he is always able to 
care for himself by some stratagem* He 1® neither mortal 
nor immortal| so he is always dying and reviving* He is 
neither wealthy nor resource!ess, He stands betwixt wis­
dom and ignorance*
Shis myth is conceived in the spirit of mythology*
Plato uses it to show the driving power of love* 'Hie Gods 
do not desire to be wise because they are already wise*
The ignorant, on the other hand, do not desire to be wise* 
They are satisfied with themselves* The followers of wisdom 
are of the intermediate sort, because love is neither mortal 
nor immortal* He follows after wisdom* Man cannot attain 
perfect Wisdom; he must b© continually pursuing it* The 
true followers of wisdom are never satisfied*
1. 303 B - 304 C
Th© final myth bo be considered. is that- of the 
Xfigure© In the' cave# it Is placed in - the mouth of Socrates 
who is- giving an account of his conversation with Glaueon* 
flie myth starts with the description of the- cave with 
a long entrance open to the light entirely across Its 
width# Th© men who dwell i n  - this case have been fettered 
so that they cannot move their heads or bodies* They can 
only look forward# Behind and above them Is a fire* be­
tween the prisoners and th© fire is a roadway along which 
a wall has been built* Ben carry all kinds of implements 
along the wall# These images are reflected by the fire on 
the wall in front of tlxe prisoners* They have never seen 
anything real, either themselves or the passing objects* 
Therefore* 'they believe the shadows to be real*
When one of these prisoners is brought out into th© 
light, he cannot see any of the realities because his eyes 
cannot ©tand th© light of the sun* He must gradually be­
come accustomed to the light* H© must first discern the ob­
jects by their shadows,# hater, he can look at images re­
flected from the water* He can look at the heavens only 
by night* Gradually, however, he becomes able to look di­
rectly at Beauties#
The source of this imagery of the cave has never been
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determined with absolute certainty. It nay have its basis
in the ceremonies attending the ritual of initiation into
one of the great mysteries* She interpretation is plain,
Plato himself save (Republic VII - 517^)3)s lh,uTy\̂
7? Z  P c r - ^ J j  ~ rn v  2JKo\ra.y<£> P ia u tc v V
-ti{Ooe-a.~n-r£oLS ro T s 'z /4 v p a
■J'HIS M k v  &\ aU-ZO>S> (pcuSO/Ktrnr  T O ?  Too
f u r / u u t r n p ' ' * * '  c / i K - n r v  a - ^ o i o o v j ^  ro S k  t o o  
n o / 00s i t r  a / v r f i f & > s r f i r o o  n A io o  ^ c / y a M ^ r  
r l „ S i  '6l.isuJ CH/a£<lO-tto tc<v> Taos
\ > X  — ""cT
~TYtf 2,1 S T O T  ITO>i T & y  T & 7101T T Y 7S 
fa y o & 'o v  -Tffi~UG> 0 0 X  CtyVf<ZfOT}j<rE,j T ? fS  Y  Z/Cf[S
77/ QTte/tfyi Tac/ryjs & m  &ijt/ 4£?s> CLToveii/'
Hie cave is the region of the ohJactive and visible#
Hi© light o f the fire corresponds to th© light of the sun
or physical light# Hie world above the cave is the region
where we behold reality# and the idea of the good# Hi© idea
of the good is the cause of all things# th© source of true 
1wisdom#
#»
Plato created these myths to serve as allegories for 
the truths he wished to teach# He used them as teaching 
devices# He states at the beginning that lie is using them 
as allegories# When he approaches 'the question of the fo rm  
o f th© soul#, he point® out that it is not within human power
1.Republic VII 517 B - 517 C
to describe. it* ih-e only way for human power to describe
1it is in a figure# He introduces the myth of the charioteer 
with these words (PXiaeeteus. 046 A )5 Td^rh o u v
c
He created the myth of “She Halving of Han*1 to lead up to
his conclusion that love is the seeking for entirety*
He introduces the myth of the cay® with these words, 
(Republic VII, 514 }z M s t <L ydJuiCL <Tvr, £ t r io i^
(524A), Mconceive of them*1, (S14A) and”see them” (514B>*
The primary purpose of the myth, as has been shown by tho 
analysis given, is to serve as an allegory or illustration* 
“Plato hardly attempted to create a language of higher 
philosophy* He argues in the concrete example:- he tabes 
refuge in metaphor and poetry and myth when lie must attempt 
to give egression to the highest philosophical idea©*”
<n/. c o i k z r o u
r e  tccui r i 1/ t o y o t s .
2
■s /  ✓ 'at r 'OsTr£,itxcL(ro\/ - ro to u i:c > u  u q f i t i  ry u / Y j/ fg rz ^
C p u n v  n c o i S 'zfas. r£ i r z ^ 1 KO 't cuncciSto&Kus.
It I® carried -along by-such devices as picture men”, etc*
l.Ki&e&rus, 046 A
0 .6e® above p* 303.William. Ramsay# ^achtons of Paul in the Mgrfeof the Present^ay* p* 171
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Fata* too* employe the myth ■ and presents its allegori­
cal interpretation* As compared with Plato, however, the 
delight in tolling the story itself and its consequent 
pictorial value m  an element of style is lac Icing* Paul 
does not develop the myth as.a self-contained unit in any 
of his writings* He merely alludes to it as a means to
illuminate and strengthen his argument#3+In the Epistle to the Homans,. Paul introduces the story
2
of Abraham receiving circumcision, as a seal of the covenant 
between him and God# God appeared to Abraham and told him 
that he would make a covenant with him# His children would 
be as the sands of the sea# Tkm sign of this covenant was 
circumcision* Abraham thought that God would give him seed 
through Ishm&el, but God told him he would give him a son 
even though he was old# Abraham, therefore, had all his 
household circumcised because he believed God would do what 
he promised#
Shis faith and obedience is the point of St* rani1 s 
argument in Homans * He uses the inyth to prove that man la 
justified by faith and not by the law* He assumes that th© 
story is known to his reader and merely alludes to it {Horn# 
4s3>: £./ 'yip Â/SjgclO-M 'z .iQ fU H f ‘ZS 'ih 'C U u/fiy^
£^£/ K a , o x a X k '  o o  T j a b s  f r e o o  .
1# Chapter 4 . / -*267
2. Genesis* 17:9**27
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His faith was reckoned to him when 'he was in uneireum**
1elsion, ag.: a seal of his faithfulness*. Paul argue© that 
Abraham was the father of the une I r c im c  1 s 14 who should 
believe# (Horn* 4$22,2£}s KCu\ (ry i/t& IO ls  H X c i^ z t /
' i rS fS tT o /fy iS j ( r q > f > a x T ^ s S 'iH a ioruvv\*
Hie promise was not ,given to Abraham because he kept 
the law, .but because he was faithful# He was faithful before 
he was - circumcised;, therefore, he received circumcision a© a
** *• —mui m» w$i m1
l.Hoia 4t 9* 10,
T > J  9 ~[Ji<TTtooS. r n Q  g(z 771 Utr/sto-
jSc'FT/tk.j S ‘S, Tc> cfya.1 clotov vg-Te/oh 
TJCUVTUJU Tal> V 71 td~T£O0 Vvoo  k  S  I
^ __ /y  ̂ i d\ * -
Ou kPO H°iTT t Ct-Qj <£./Q, 1~0 /(
*̂ \ 
Qi_OTO?%. -T-n V blKCt,! O&'l'V’AlSj I
/^  ^  f y
TIOiTtj^ 01 7Z £ ^ t T O I S  oohci-fc
r 0/{s/7?SctkXo. tfcz'i lot's
J T  o fDUfr-Ms T 01S tfft'Edrii' Ty?S
s S /y
t v  (X.K{ao@C/Q'rT ^ T <  IIT T Z ^ S  7 ocT '
' 1 . /
TidTrDO's y/yu^y' rrfS’fOtZGyM,
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seal that ho would bo the father of all those who believed, 
when they wore tine ir e umc i s ed #
Paul describes Abraham* & faith in the following manner#
Paul uses this part of the story of Abraham as a type 
of the Christian faith# Abraham believed God would give him 
a son though ills body was dead* hhai was Imputed to him for 
righteousness# ill© Christian must believe on God who also 
raised up the dead body of Christ/(Romans G3, 2 4 ) t
~ ~ rn u  O U ^ 7  V ?7 CLTl l (T T ^
ouA/U i y , i € u v G L / 4 ' u j v 7  - r f ?
S 'ous & 6 ya ~ ^ T O O f r a i  77/1 7] f t o -  ^
< p c > P  ? j  P - z c s  o r /  i . n v  y ^ ^ ' t c l i  S ' c / i ^ a . r o s  
t t T T / l '  J r a , ' /  7 7  0 > 1  P C L / ’  O !  O  . * r d / £ , \  O  jjWV$7 
tiiuTtp c / s  fr i/fa so  <ruyyiK
O o K z y p a J P w  Q M T O V / j w o v
q t i  oy * i tco\
y i / H t is oT& /tteX)>£>\ ^ o w ^ s d ' ^  t^/s
/ _ -> 1 ' j '« ;,i -7- ji(rrz -Q io u frti/ e7?/ g.^ Z ’ I ^ o- ytgl l^6~ouy
'r o p  i r c J ^ to ^  t̂ / ia c L 'P ' £/r K£:h r ^ u j i^  .
Similar in treatment is the myth of the entrance of*
1sin into the world# Ha© story itself of* the temptation, 
and fall is introduced through allusion rather than narra­
tive {Homans 5fl2 )s T o u r o  u j< tn s ^  (Tt 'oi/os
'd ispe l;?TO O  y j L /tda^T lC L  c f s  *TCV tcofrptov 
£ y\<!rnX$'ft‘V pccu fr ia . t??s s o boo/aro^
Kcoi o u r o o s  £ i s  n a ,Y ia ,$  CL^^joduTioos o
frtLvOsTO^ cFl’h/l^fP £<pJ c jj J7£1/TC$
Ulus Paul summarises the story briefly# Hals is as
near as he ever comes to stating a myth in a unit#
2Adam is the figure of him that was to come# Paul
draws an analogy between Adam and Christ in the followingMBut notway (Homans 5:15- 19 A*7# ):/as th® offense, so also is the 
free gift# For if through the offense of one many be dead, 
much more the grace of God and the gift by grace which is 
by one .man, Jesus Christ, hath abounded into many# And not 
as it was by one that sinned, so is the gift; for th© Judg­




many offenses unto justification* For  i t  by one m m 1© 
offense death reigned by onej much more they which re­
ceive abundance of grace and of th© gift of righteousness 
shall reign i y  life by on© Jesus Christ ♦...For as by on© 
man's disobedience, many were made sinners, so by the 
obedience., of ; one, shall many be made righteous.*"
Hie same us© of Adam as a type of Christ is found in
o
2 Corinthians 15822,23* Co dr n % P  Y ^ P  & v Too J/\fa,I4
y > / {_ to L . * '
T I(bV TZ S  C C f f O f V n f r K O U f r i r j  0CSTOOS trcu cv  
y p j  ~ /(^ id rT o u 77 a i / r z ^  X>(> u o v o iy j^ 'r jc f^ i/ r c L \9 
£ z k a f r$ < £  S's. £ \/ ^ S 'io o  j a ^ u ^ r i *
Cert a^Yp? ^X^>tdrroc>J 7-4 01 joo
V'To'o £ y  T'P? 77 C t^ o u d r ie  C L O fo P *
Hms Adam as a type and the story of his life furnish Paul
and other writers material for mythical interpretation and
allegorical application* When he begins to develop th© idea
of a natural body and a spiritual body in I Corinthians 15,
1he alludes to th© first and last Adam, /Adam serves as a 
prototype of Christ* Adam who was the ' first of a natural 
race, is symbolically the one who was the first of a spirit­
ual race (X Cor, 15s45)s o ti^ U j t o s
Ih o fr /Q  o o t i d s  3A S o L /u  e/s i p o x w i /  o
ifrjoiTOs ' A P U m  TLVzV/t4Ct c o o not ooy
1.1 Cor. 15:4S.
Paul develops to' allegorical interpretation of the 
sequence of Christ an*3- A*1®*1# U  Cor* 15! 40-48);
CLAAJ O U 77& U > T O t / ' T O  TTV ZU /U O 'T !iK O V
t o  t^uyiAro^ z v s / r a  t o  rtvzo/Aari K oo.
O 7T c)Co t o % ix./$© c o v o s . 2‘ fc  y ~ y i s  j ^ o i / c o s ^
0 v£(/TS^>OS cLvkoCAJJlOS z X  O U ^& fO U -^
&To& O Y O / ' /C O S .  T O I O O T O !  K oC \ Ot f iO lK O t j
* T r j  /  — '  rfra.) otp% o z t i oO£>Av i t o ) oo t o \  ira i o> 
' k v o u / 3 < z n o r
She idea of Adas first a natural nan and Christ* afterward 
a spiritual aim, develops from Paul’s antithesis of mortal 
life and immortality, (I Cor* 15:42-44) j o  o r  cos,
k O  ~h c o v ( L r T a t r t s  t u j v  v z k /s c u v .
/rrrz ijO sT co i £> (pP'O^aj
O c q > & c u s v i a . • < m z i ' f > Z T O U i  z v  e i ^ l a / z y p -
&TOJ Z f r  6 ' o t ' y ‘ <n \z(p& Ta' 1 i v a i r i c m c L i  
k y t i , - 3 Z T C U  Z v  S u V O -M  £/ ' S ~ n 2 70./
/ro u jA b -  s y z i jcemj < r & M &
7J V Z u /A O cT tk ifr. O ' z i ' j l C '  S'C*o/4A(X 
Cf,(/Y/fcOO Z8-T/0 K o J  T t v Z U j J O . T l f V O K
Hius is introduced the idea of the first Aa&xa, a progenitor 
of the natural body, and the last Adam, the quichening 
force of th© spiritual body* Paul continues the sequence 
by saying (I Cor, 15i49)s t r& t k O & loZ z y o Q iP a .jU Z .V
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^  ̂ j 4.,.
t v j i /  e l  koi/a. too ^ox^ou^ iqffoptWMw'
* * > j ^ /
\ x c o i  t v i v  c / i r o v a .  j o u  z v o o p a ,  t / i o v -
tees© examples suffice to show hot? Paul makes us© of
O ld testament stories for their allegorical interpretation
in the spirit of Plato*a myth and with similar stylistic
effect* Hie .allegorical interpretation of myth was a Greek
device which the Jews bad taken over from the Hellenistic
philosophers* tee Greeks had developed the allegorical
method of interpreting the poets# n Paul is fond of using
an allegorical exegesis which the Jews took over from
Hellenism which interpreted the poets allegorically to get
1rid of their religious coarseness* *?
5EHE A1LBG0BX
tee discussion of allegory may seem to over-lap in 
some respects that just given of the myth# It should be 
remembered* however# that attention was given there solely 
to th© allegorical treatment of the myth itself# Our con­
cern here will b© directed to that rhetorical device which 
uses an abject or existing concept as an allegory for some 
idea which th© writer wishes to present* As previously, 
Plato*s usage will be considered first*
1 Adolf Deissman, Paul p* 102
In th© Symposium. Pausanias i7\ beginning his dis­
course , presents the concept of physical and spiritual 
love in the allegory of the two Aphrodites* The elder 
Aphrodite is a daughter of heaven. She was not born of
any mother. She is Heavenly* The younger Is a child of
2
Zeus and Dion# . The former Aphrodite impels men to do 
things nobly. The latter is called popular and works 
hap-hazar&ly. In the allegory,the popular Aphrodite rep­
resents licentious love.This love cares only for the body.
It does not car© for the soul. This is a love which Is 
seen in the meaner men. They choose the most witless peo­
ple they can find. The love that springs from the Heavenly 
Aphrodite Is untinged with wantoness. When men are inspired
by this love, they seek those of robust body and a developed 3mind.
The description of Socrates through analogy to a
Silenus figure,constitutes a striking use of allegory.The
Silenus figures were a common feature of the statuary shops*
They were sculptured on the outside to resemble Silenus,the
famous Satyr. They usually represented Silenus holding a
flute in his hand. They were made in halves, ./hen the halves
were pulled open,the Silenus was found to contain the4image of a god. This allegory is put in the mouth
1.18GD- 181 E.2*Symp* 180 D»3.Ibid. 181 B- 181 E.4.Ibid. 215 A- 215 B.
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of Aieibiades at th© banquet given by Agathon, Aieibiades
1
applies it to a lengthy praise of Socrates# First# the 
piping of the,satyr serves as an allegorical description of 
Socrates * speech* An excellent flute player or a poor flute 
player can flute Marys©s1 tunes, and they will have th© 
same powerful effect* Vdien any speaker, good or bad# gives
f 2Socrates, discourses# the effect is powerful*
Another analogy is drawn between Socrates and the image 
of th© satyr* Hh© image is mad© to open, and contains with­
in an. image of a god# Hie satyr is sculptured to appear 
stupid* laughing and licentious,* Socrates is always 
amorously inclined toward handsome persons* (Symp* 218 D);
He appears stupid, and is always chaffing and making gam©
of his fellowmen* But this is only a mask which Socrates 
wears# Aieibiades proceeds at length to tell how he tried 
to tempt Socrates with his beauty of body, but Socrates feigned
OjQdsTZ ^ Y ^ f 0 T I l-cujc,
S  \ (LlXSt T  CL\ t Su V iX&ktuV' KCD CL£) TrC^t v
*T O C/'t OUS £ } r i )  7TO.f i fc T i £71 A n tV T & 'j l^C l\ 
0~0  Ja .^ y Q £ l  71CLYTCL /XCLf O U S z V
^  S t o  d r^y j^& c i c l v j o u ,  t o u j o  o o  
V O o S t  S* <T(pd T o o r o  y a p  o ^ to s
t X . u o ^ v  77 Z / O t & z f i X y i T & i  c o r n t P
0  u jU jU ^ y o s  c r i X rY \ i / o S '
3
1 Ibid* 215 A - 222 fc
2 Ibid* 215 B - 216 X  5 Ibid* 216 S
1
ignorance and made sport of him* I n  this way, Plato has 
Alctbiad.es say l£SSM&+ ® 5 crn ooS'ajroLSr-
Ihls introduces the story of his essay at testing Socrates * 
From this experience, he learned that Socrates was noble 
and serious minded*
!£h© story of Socrates* exploits in battle then follows 
as a digression* At its close, Alcibt&des returns to the 
praise of Socrates * speech* He refers to the fact that the 
satyr figure was made to open* Socrates1 discourses are 
clothed with the most ridiculous words* ihes© words, are 
the hide of a mocking satyr* His talk is of pack asses, 
smiths^ cobblers, and tamers* ©s© words appear crude, but
1 j K & 4
" T O S  5? CLUTO C? KC&I <Xl/0tY&-£l/7C>%
O U K  o TSol. £)’ T/SZ u j /o CcKZ T<X £V/TOS 
(ny-O sY  M C L 7  C L' o lV  y $<T>? T j O T }
t f S o V  IXCLI /101 l S o ^ £ , V  'OUTCo Q-UCl
IXcCi y^po<ra, zficcLi Kcu) ticLy Ixcl  ̂cl
tfCU P’CLC/Ji'A'f'TClj iaJS~t Z. t i OI H T  £OY
£ t IYCLI J 0 11 K z \ t O 0 i  £
2
1  Ib id ,  816  E -  219 D
2 Ib id *  219 E -  221 C
3 Ib id *  221 D -  222 A
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when they are opened, they are the only speech©© which have 
any nrnmm in them# Saey are rich In images of virtue* (Stop, 
221. 35^ 222 A>j St Y ^ f £,#G,Xe, i r/s t o v v  '£.u>Kfl&yo<j% 
a.Kaocit' X°Y<*j v . Q dYci’ZT' it/ tic^v o  yzXaToi_  >. _ „■— I ~ \ j  i I
TifQCoTOY- TOlCLUTO. KCU OVOfUdTCL KCL i
P Ol/nkrOi 'Zp'cofccy 71 I <Lmti ZVOVT&y (T&TO/ooo
&?l ■'tlYd UpjpKTToV $Opa,V. 0 7 0 OS Y p p  tSCLV-
d~y>Afo(/s A e y e i  ta,) ^ o/ k z c c s  t i ^o.s tea}
ft'KUTOTOplOOZ fcTGL.! Ss&CLSj KCLI 0£J
<fta r < & ^  toJto. 0 &,(i/ctcui Xzyziy
(X>T) 9stJ~>0S KCL1 Cb^OyifOS GLtVfo/QU/TiOh 
mOsS  o>p -tujv' A 6  y(jj\/ /r^r4 yc'^Vs/sK
$ l O^OfiZ^OU<b fi J\ktuls CLU 7 /fi, il/TOS
yijYt/d/AsZVOG n &  <£> to 1/̂ /4 yoot/
^ V ^ o v r ^  ^isSTos /lAot/oas zo^>ri^z\ Ttov 
Adyu>Y> S 71ZIT& @eior&TO(/g tea,) tiX€?&t}
' C U ^ A / ^ ^ T '  ‘ <4 /° £ T ? 5~s &  ^  Gut/TOl% Il ^ O V -
~TCtb K  G>f & tl t 77’Ac/d'TOl/ TCli/O yjCcS^
6 2̂. ZTn jfoiit otroi/ Ti^O<?Y\Ktl 
crk'o Ji zii^ tc2 j / MvXXovti JcaAuf /vcLy#.&£)'*-t£*&tLL
km with Plato, so, too, with Paul, the allegory is .an
effective element of style and is an important means of
portraying the truth to be taught *
Hie first example to be cited is the allegory of the
1body and its members, In Homans* Paul uses this as a picture 
of our relation to Christ and to each other, (Horn* 12s 4,f *}:
1 12: 4 - 6
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K (xb '< L 'n£ /° Y ^ f 0 ^ V
\ / ^
- n o l X c L  , / z e A V  t / o / * £  1/  r &  S i  
^ItX'yi -nCLvra. o d  Trtis o c u T n v
0 ( £ l  T l P & J t V j  O U T U j S  o\  T7 o X -  
A O' ( T U J /A d  Z t r M S . l ' Z l ' X p \ t ' T u > J
T o  £ e  ncov efs OuXX k I  co{̂  stieXyt,
H© expands the figure to apply it to 'the particular 
work each person does in the churchy (Horn* 12: 6-8 }
’’Having Gift a differing according to the grace that la 
given to us, whether prophecy i let us prophesy according 
to the proportion of faiths or ministry, let us wait on our 
ministering; or he that teach©th, on teaching; or he that 
exhort eth, on exhortation; he that giveth, let him do it 
with simplicity; he that ruleth, with diligence; he that 
showetii mercy, with cheerfulness* M
Paul uses this same allegory of th© body in I Cor# 12, 
but he there expands it and elaborates it# (I Cor* 12: 12t 14):
. . t Cl J K , ** *
ĈL©(£t7 2/B Y & P  TUJ/tA& L\s ££T"T I is \C<Xt /l/lljI Vi 
T t o ) \ ^ c J 7J^£m TCL/ze/l̂  7-̂sr cru^a.ros y0/{j(a
OVTfx z y  tdrni' (Tp/MfLj Q u t l o s  K cl/ o X p l^ r O%\.. /iftj 
> a /° 7"6 <rco/ti& ouhr ZfrTiy Cts A'tzkos JGiki\a. iro^a.
1She root is as much a part o f th© body as the hand* { 1 Cor*
12i17)8 £t 8 X & r  To <rZ//H<SL btpfiah/Ho^ n o v £  c u c o m ^
■* n (i  ̂ n c j  t£,1 0 h o v  ClKc>Y\j t[ d v >? cxrfl/GyiTiS!)
Ho one function or the body is more important than the
other* (I Cor* 12 s21): 0  0 S ^ u V ( L J /S"z - O 
btyfouhMOs hrrtiy t >? T^pzid^ (t o o
o u  hr D/^> fP i V c C i t ^ C ' y i  i f i f a M t  t o ?%  T i o n ' i s  
K p e tc u is  u m & 's  o o k r £X U Jt
Paul interprets the allegory in the .following way (X Cor*
12s07 ** 60 s *fHow y© are the body of Christ and-members2In particular* and God hath set some in the Church, first 
apostles* secondly, prophets, thirdly, teachers* after that 
miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, governments, di­
versities of tongues* Are all apostles? Are all prophets? 
Are all teachers? Are all workers of miracles? Have all the 
gifts of healing? Bo all speak with tongues? Bo all Inter­
pret?"
1.X Cor* 12t 15
2.CX* Horn* 1215
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1Again in Homans# the allegory of the wild and the 
cultivated olive tree la used to picture the relation be­
tween the dews and Gentiles* It is introduced by the state-2
ment that th® branches must be holy if th® root is holy*
th,# cA rl^ teJ free
Okie plan of God is holy* The root and trunk^are an allegory
of God and his work among the Jewish people The branches
©are th® Jewish people* The Gentiles are th® branches of a4wild olive tree* Hie Jewish people are represented as h&v-8ing been broken off by unbelief * The Gentile Christians 
are represented by the figure of a branch being cut from a 
weld olive tree and being grafted into th® good tree*
the m m o m x m
The encomium or song of praise* has* as a rhetorical de­
vice# the effect of introducing both a touch of direct per­
sonal address and an appropriate climax to a continuous argu­
ment* A striking illustration is th® encomium to love deliver-6ed by Ag&thon himself at th© banquet he is giving his friends* 
H© has presented his eulogy which describes th® nature of the 
god of love* hov© is young* Ho flees from old age. Agathon 
adduces as proof of this youthfuln©s s # the early dealings of 
the gods— their violence* If lov© had been among them# there 
would have been no such violence# but everywhere there would 
have been amity and friendship# such as have prevailed sine©
«■ *m •»'«**»«# him
1.11* W- - 24.2.Rom. 11:16.3.Ibid. 11: 21.
4.Ibid. 11: 17.
5.Ibid. 11: 20.
6. Stop. 194 E - 197 E.
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1love has reigned over the Gods* Lave is delicate# He is
abeautiful because he is ever among the flowers# He is good, 
Just, and temperate* As for valor, not even Ares can with*
astand love# He has been the motivating force behind all 
4creative work# teen Agathon reaches his climax# (Syrup* 197C* 
197 B) t ”teus 1 conceive Fhaedrus11, says he, ,fthat love wasi
originally of surpassing beauty and goodness, and is latterly 
the cause of similar excellence... In others# And now 1 am 
moved to summon - the aid of verse, and tell how it is he who 
makes *
Fi e ac e among men and a 
windless waveless main,
Hepose for winds, and slumber 
in our pain*.
He it is who oasts alienation out, draws intimacy Inj he 
brings us together .in all such friendly gathering? as the 
present| at feasts and dances and oblations he makes himself 
our leader % politeness contriving, moroseness, outdriving, 
kind giver of amity, giving no enmity, gracious^ benign* a 
marvel to the wise, a delight to the gods* coveted of such 
as share him not, treasured of such as good share have got* 
father of luxury, tenderness, elegance, graces and longing 
and yearningj careful of the good, careless of the bad* in 
toil and fear, in drink and discourse, our trustiest helms*
tm «w «* «•** *»,*««»##*.
1 Ibid. 105 B - 195 C
2 Ibid. 190 A f.S Ibid* 196 C f ,4 Ibid. 196 E - 197 B
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man* boatsw&to, champion, delIvorer| ornament of all the
gods and mmx$ leader, fairest and best, whom every one
should follow., joining tunefully to toe burthen of his song,
! 1 
wherewith he enchant® toe thought of every god and man.#"
Similar to this encomium to. subject, treatment, and 
stylistic effect, is the one Introduced by Paul .to 1 Cor­
inthians, Chapter -threfeev) Paul is discussing the gift® in
2which various members of the church gloried. All member®
3of toe church do not have these outstanding gifts, Paul
' 4encourages them to develop toe more profitable gifts# But 
he can show them a method which is far superior to the 
exorci®4 of personal gifts# A® he reaches his climax, he 
write® (1 Cor# 12s 51 - 15j 13^*1%); 11 But covet earnestly the 
best giftsj and yet I show unto you a more excellent way#, 
too ugh I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and 
have not charity, 1 am become as sounding brass, or a tlnkr—  
ling cymbal* And though I have the gift of prophecy, and 
understand all mysteries, and all knowledge« and though I 
have all faith, so that I could remove mountain® mid have 
not charity, it profit©th me nothing* Charity suffereth long 
and Is kind* charity envieth notf. charity vauntetfo not itself, 
is not puffed tip, & o th  n o t behave itself unseemly, seekebh
1 translation by W* H* $5* Lamb- Loeb Classical Library
2 X Cor# 12428 - 30 '3 Ibid* 124 2 9 - 3 04 Ibid# 12131
not 'her own, i s  not easily provoked, thinketh. no evil;
He jo ice th not in iniquity hut rojoiceth in th© truth;
Bearetk all things, believeth all things,, iiopeth all things, 
©n&ureth all thing®* Charity never faileth; but whether 
there be prophecies, they ©hall fail; whether there be 
tongues, they ©hall cease; whether there be knowledge, it 
©hall vanish away* For we know in part, and we prophesy 
in part*. But when that which is perfect is come, then 
that which. Is in part ©hall be done away* 1 spake a© a 
child, I thought a© a child; but when X became a .man, 1 put 
away childish things* For now we see through a glass dark* 
ly; but then face to face; now 1 know in part, but then 
shall X know even a®. X am known* And now abide th faith, 
hope, charity, these three; but the greatest of these is 
charity*11
In both of these encomia, the personal address is em~
ployedj by Plato to Love, by Paul to Charity* liber© is th©
piling ux> of effective concise telling phrases* Xhe spirit
of each is highly dramatic, inspiring, vivifying*
CLIMAX OF PRAISE Closely related to the oneonlurh is ’ the dinar: of praise*
An outstanding illustration of Pad *s use of this device 
TK.e £/>/srlet*-tAP 1is found in^Homans* Ho .has been discussing the question,
2whether or not Cod has cast the lews away* H© mentions
their rebellion and concludes that it is th© result of their 3unbelief*
1 #1X i 35 * 36*
2. Jiom* 11; 1 .
1They, however, will he saved if they believe* When'Paul 
conclude# that Israel can be saved if they believe, he gives 
tliis praise as a climax to his argument (Horn# 11; 35 - 36):
>iQ  0CL§^O s  7 i X o u r o u  tcou) c ro tp i& s  
l^Ou\ Y V ood rZ U rs  Pzoo bo S 
'yiTCU 7~G( K ^  lj4/tCuT(K Ol U t O U  KCkJ 
f ^ V tC L fr rO I  Obt oS'Qt O lU IO U , T lS Y Y  
\ y \ r c o  v o u y  h r u ^ t o u j  ^ f s  <?6/W p$oo^os
Cl u t o u  -y) n s  n ^ o e S lo tz z i /  a d r p j
t r& f  cztsT<Z7]oSo9y^<T^TCLt c tu T C p j o n  OLurocT 
KO .1  S \  a . u r o v  / c a t  e h  t c u r o ^  T d  ttavtcl ' 
<Z,t/rc4j 07 (To^a> e ls  r o u s  a ^u jifG L S 'b /0 (yo ,
The closing verse of I Corinthians, Chapter 13, is 
another example* (I Cor* 13:13): Vt/w S'k M ^t^zt 
h n V n s ,  k h v t 's ,  a y d r t ^  7 4  T p w  r d u ia }
/p t£ t^C u\s &£ TOUrUO]^ >7 O.Y‘a'77» '
Still a third example Is Homans 8: 58, 39* Paul has
been describing his sufferings, After he describes his
sufferings, he concludes by saying that the Christian Is2more than conqueror# He then reaches his climax* (Rom*8t38f«) 
l lZ T i^ iO y tC L / yk f>  O n  Y t<Ej  Q'&Y0"'7?? OUt %
Ztuy/ O p r <b 6 L y l & 0 )  o o r ^ O P ^  ° " T<Z Zj'&T^ra.
0 U T £  pt£/\ 1\0V7A O U T Z  5't/v^^tS QOTZ t/<ptu/{4C{
o u r ^ ^ 2 ^ 0 - o s  o o t s  r t s  tc r iO 'is ZTt/oc^
ITcui Y / M & s  <̂ 77^  r p s  a y d v  77S j o u
f r z o u  r i i s  e v x ^ f f r T c Z  3}??<rou t o o  k u q ic v
1 Ibid* 11:25
2 Homans 8S 57
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A f o w t h  I s  fo u n d  i n  th ©  Seeond. % > ls t l©
t o  tli© Corinthians* Chapt** t h * * * *  P « &  I s  ®t*sp(S*3»g
th* Qospat «md th® Im a® th® sSMsfeMfctoa of th* spirit1
m& tho Ministration of eoadtn&fttlSB* Ho point® oat that
th« xsgnistrstlan of death was glorious, Ho®®® had to pat8& well over hi*. f««* Si® ednim%m.tlm of the spirit
should* however* h o  n o r ©  glorious* S »  p o l l  i® O W & *
o
Wm OM whm #>-0 #ora raad it$ li# reach##
Ms «i'3JbMR: IXI ftm# BUS) 1 Typetis f£, nd;\/T£s.
j i ^ a ^ r u j v w  T l̂u  S o X ^
K U / Z t O O  / f d T  0 77 T/p lJ?0/t4£\/OI T>7 k OlUT'K \f 
z ]rc 6 v &  ftZ T O L jU O {Z y)ou ^< z& ^  a jn b  £ o ^y iS
S /S  KGb&OsTiZf Cu TlO fro^/oo
JI y tU/l/CLTOS.
Flieta uii.©» .msah an <sllaa«x of p»&$#
m  th# #ono2uci<m to th# pTmm%%0d t/f So©»t#*r'4
xmdm th# guiw of hi# e«iw#ation ts&th Diotto# Biotim
im# temmi cl##eriht4ig th# of pv&mpmmtmg tmm m 1 ov®S
of ftodlm to a aplrittml low* ($;wp* B10
So^b i, ts ra ,£ £ a , ^ S o u ^ ^ s /s  (fa .) Clû -
7 7 ^ £ / S  yr«-T< 5 “71 Ttisd i.TH&7'n/M - H r  JjtCLlf
~ to  ia .i/7 'yiW j -y\ feirTt kc lY oo 7 0 1 0  ?<?£.
i *  IS  b a r ,  3 *7  -  s8* Stoid, 3*13«* Ibid* 9*144. ain®, 210 B * 212 A
6»  1 ® .  8 2 0  A  «  8 3 0  D
She then calls for the very boat attention and begins her 
praise of the vision which is the climax of the discussion# 
{Syrp* 2X0 33 - 2IS A): ?tHhen a m m has been thus far tutored
in the lore of love# passing from view to view of beautiful 
things# in the right and regular ascent, suddenly he will 
have revealed to him# as he draws to the close of his deal­
ings in love, a wondrous vision, beautiful in Its nature*
‘and this# Socrates, Is the final object of all those pre­
vious toils# if he could behold divine beauty Itself
in its unique form? Do you call it a pitiful life for a 
man to lead-— looking that way, observing that vision by the 
proper means, and having it ever with him? Do but consider, 
she said, ’that there only will it befall him, as he sees 
the ■ beautiful through that which makes it visible, to breed 
not illusions but true examples of virtue, since his contact 
is not with Illusions but truth# So when he has begotten
t
a true virtue and has' reared it up, he is destined to win the1
friendship of heaven}'he, above all men, is immortal*11
A second example of tho climax of praise is in the 
BJPhaedrus* Plato discusses tho difficulty with which we
remember those holy sights we saw before our souls entered5into the birth of some man* Only a few see what the earthly 
copies of jtistlce and temperance imitate* and these few do
m* m»tm+ wmw ■*» <m m*
X# Translation by 17. R» K, Lasib, loob Classical Ilbrary ftcua, V2. 250 B - 250 C
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this with difficulty* PhacdrHS (S60 B - 250 C)j "But at
that fomer tlm, they saw beauty shining in brightness,
when, with a blessed company we fallowed In. th© train of
Zqm9 and ' others in that &t some other cod- they saw the
blessed eight and vision arid 'were initiated into that
which la rightly ©ailed the most blessed of mysteries*
which we celebrated in a state of perfection, when we were
without the experience of evils which awaited us in the
time to come, being permitted as initiates to th© sight
of perfect and' simple and calm and happy apparition®, which
we saw in th© ■ pure light,, being ourselves pur© and not
entombed In this which we carry about with us and call the
body, in which w© are imprisoned like an oyster in hi®
1shell* n
As does th© encomium* so- too* the inspirational climax 
of praise dramatises and enriches the argument and lifts it 
above the commonplace into the realm of high poetry#
1* Translation by H* If* Fowler, Loeb Classical Idbrar^ffen?, I,
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F3SRSOKAL APPROACH 
fhe foffi In which Plato has cast his writings intros 
duces characters in conversation and debate* It constitutes 
literary dialectic*. In the Symposium* he allows a number 
of d if rerent speakers to present the various aspects of 
love* Fhaedrus* who thinks the eulogy to love timely# speak® 
first* Pausanlas speaks next# followed 'by Hryxixnachus* a 
physician*. Aristophanes and Ag&thon# both poets# speak of 
love from the poetic point of view* Socrates concludes with 
the philosopherfs concept of love* 3Jie BmmpB.ftm closes 
with Alclblade®* noisy entrance and his subsequent speech 
in praise of Socrates-# l!he plan of the Fhaedrua is mostly 
conversational* !Che characters are limited* consisting of 
Phaedrua and Socrates# who use their discussion of the 
rhetorical skill of lysia® as an excuse for an analysis of 
the art of speaking* Ihese are all historical characters*
In the Timaeus» after a short conversation between, Socrates
and Tixiaeus, Plato presents hi® cosmology In the form of :5?Imaeus*
speech*
Paul gains his personal approach by addressing his 
epistles to individuals or group®, Urns (Romans 1: 1-7):
5 7, J l c f i k o s  f o U o s ^ j y / t r o O  X ^ r o u ^  k X y , r o %
Osn O&T o)i O S j i--* j i G / r i i s  TOiS OC/$-(L' £F cP co /tf7  
fafCLpTyro/s fyeojA IxA iircus ALyt'ois 
O t f i v  tcai- t j ° * ? y ? 7  f a n 6 &-roo '77 a ? f ) o s ! Tfyottvis 
Kdt ixuptoij ')->?<.r o d  X & ' ^ r o  u.
(I Cor* it 1*0): T1qu(/A0$> f c A h r o s  d v o r r o A o s  
J)y}(Toi7 X f° tG 'r ° v  v &eoo / r a i
T  ( U j l r & 'V i s y iS  o  Cl 8'<l \  (j)0$> Ty? € ( x p A  ̂ cr/c^
t o o  fp z o V  t ip  o u r y  €t/ K b j O i v & c u )  ' y } f / a < r -  
^ t z v o i s  eV X/oiG'Toy ?'\yi<roUj k A i n r o T s  a.vioi%}
h f ~ j  / < V<Tl/k T/0.<r^ T<0/S t.TDKCLAO U^EirO lS TO 0\fOM 4
' Y o u  K  v p i o v  -y j/7 i *1 y? (TOCS )(f>  I6TOO Z \ /  7! CLlsn 
Y O n < & 'f Q i i /TU JU  tc c u  >5/ t i & i s '
^II0orJisiJ7«Sitf»a.72X f > t < r r o u  ^ X n n Y O o  S(o^ 
fyihrf/ttciTos 9 z o o  koa Ttj4 o 9 zos o aS'cAtpos jy?
^ ’rc> v u  Tyi ovirs? z u  / r 1/ <T6'//
~ r o 7s Gjftoi s t o w  is t  ofs ou(ril' z v  oA>* T*p %)(£&{%.'
Again th© personal approach is found scattered through 
the op I a ties# 2he group which he expects to read his 
epistles Is addressed directly as tfyourt* (I Cor* 1:4):
E  U X Ĉ l°,<Tr^ J "Ttf & Z 6U 77 0 ,1/ 7 O J£ 7?^©*
VfiAUJY £>TV T i l  j C L f l T l  YOU COU
fri S o v z n r - n  v/ j 'i s £.v ina-ou
(Horn* 12:3): hi û> y cy° ^'a T97S ^Ck/Qtros
T y is  S o f y w n s  ^ u o t  t i & v ' j ' 1 t ^  j6 v t i  d v  
U ^ I U  ^ 7 ?  u n i f >  (P /^ o \rz i\y  7 1 & X  
&A A 6b O ]/Z *T / 2*1 ̂ TO f66/ (pp>
Ouc3 S  9-^03 Z / J f j o t Y e y  j 4 Z T p > ° ^  T f U r t e v Q
He uses th© personal pronoun In referring to himself#
He also uses the verb In the first person to make the per- 
sonal approach* (Korn* 12:S): A i y ^  Y a{°
b  S~&( ^jooytA/} 
o ^ s Tk  z kd o rT o o
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/
T ^ lS  S 'o f iz f lr y jc ,  ^ 0/ j £  o  i /n
<-> u M 'is  ,0? ?  w n ^ p f jd o y e i^  n ^ '  o ■ & £  (voovzi/j
<5i)\A& e/s r<3 zfrdzrruJ
&*$ cT 0-sqs ẑ zP h t z ^  / u e r ^ o i '  t iW t 'zz^ s .
{I Cor; 7:8): Agvcoi f i r o7^ Lyci/iAots.
s ' ** \ /* ’ *  ̂ (/ ^
ft a./ r<?tf& y  ^  f;a,ii y fy'tiA or fc m o h  zAis
'  t  $ //W8./^^(Ty^ fa  S t c a r z u '
I n  the esctftsplea cited* his readers are addressed as 
a group# The Bp is tie to *the Rosasns is addressed? {Horn*
1*7)* 7TCL<rilf To ^  OuQ'lb' Cl/ P u v  >1 a,^(x~Ky)TO^ OtoOj 
kAiiTols. a.^/oi&* ;>f4 /0''s ‘̂ . w ^  k c l \ i 4 ^
e>c? ~i / cl7 ^ o ^ - y j^ a / is  K a t k u ^ r o u  >)ji<rOt' } ( f^ ^ T o u .
The rirst Iiipistle to the Corinthians contains an 
address? (I Cor* l:2)s T>? £ f t  K k  >iQ~ia. 'TOU $£0i/
Tvi o u t r y j  i v  f \ c > P  o j f / c i < ^ 0 £ [ s o i £  €i/
’X o i f r T & s  ^ v s - o u  J r A y j r o l *  a,Yi'o)sj c r u v
I  L ^ j  \ / U \ j /tSiT/^ ~ror& £"771 h '’OLAOO,$4ZiSOt$ To OVOVQ. 
i x u p i o o  ‘yj/Kot/i/ j ^ c r o u  >\fOidTOU £ v
71&VT\ TOTlUt Oi.'UJOOY KOs\ ^yiodv"'
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This address Indicates that Paul was actually writing his 
■epistle for general reading* He achieves a personal 
approach by addressing it to a definite group# The Second
N
Epistle to the Corinthians is addressed5 (IICor#. 1:1):
T'n t h  fcA» cr/a r o d  9 - z o u - fd i o u r ^  t v  
<rvv toi$ â toi$> itatnu ro\s ob<riv iv o\^ T>?
Paul also uses personal names of specific Individuals
who are historical characters, just as are those who have
been mentioned from Plato *s dialogues# Such persons are 
1 2 Timothy, Apollos, Cephas, and various persons named in 5 4Romans* In Homans, he introduces The be who load been a ser­
vant of the Church at Cenebrea#DIALECTIC
Argument, and question and answer, often of lengthy 
duration, constitute the basis of Plato * s style# Urns th© 
Symposium* Tiiaaeus* Charmidea and other dialogues contain 
extended discourses on one question or subject* Paul on the 
contrary, is much more concise in his employment of dialectic* 
He sometimes Introduces a direct question, or a general 
question and proceeds to discuss it* (I Cor# 15 s12):
t i  6z 'X^/irros k;yy2<>fr&~&T&'/ o rt tk  vzJrf^°v 
Z y v ) y E p T t i ' i j  \  £ y o v < y w  e v  v ^ l i v  j i v v s
$71 aivaxT'ta^fTi^ [r€/r^oj^ od/r e trr iv ;
X* IX Cor; i a  0,* X Cor* 5:22 
3# 16s 3-15 
4* 16* X, 2
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• -(Rom6:l): od\s bzOU/ptZV^ £ 77'-
//■ £ (s c o jA tv  j y n  tfy d a P T ia .-) /Vet, >? 
d j &  i s 77/) s ̂  Kixcr2̂ ;
Paul Introduces such questions as a challenge# 
and answers then in a brief pointed argument* To the 
question just quoted# he directly sayss {Romans 6:2); 
/14'T) '^I'CMTO' O ^ T l V t S  OuV ClVOyHSis TV) 
C l^ c l ^ t k X j  t / c o s  ' i m  ~£r>&-o/4€ is (Lury?^
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PROVERBS AM) QUOmTIOBS
1RPlato Is among th© first and greatest quo tors/1 The 
following' group of quotations used In the Stop o alum. will 
Illustrate th© use he made of existing literature. Hesaddrs
theory of the origin of love is quoted in the speech oft
Phaedrus, / (Symp. 178®.): * , M * a
{H <rwos "ppcZrov / 4tv )(Cto$ Yzv^trrcoh
CLt/T&f> £T?£fra t /
fee?* til/pVf~7£f> I'OSa U<IVTUJ{/ zS  0̂ > QJS Cb^b
2 1
I n  Agaxhon1© speech, a quotation from Homer la used 
to -describe Love* (Bvmn. 195 D )t
\
Mzv^ &,7\clKoi JioSes * ou j<&p ZtSov6tos 
7TiAv&Tai d \ \ J d^a. H  y z lreLTJ irpacaci /3afytiz
A line from Homer is quoted as a proverb In the banter 
'between Eryxlmachus and Aleibl&des. (Symp. 214 B)g
'^TjOos y-aa O-vAp n s \ A c A v  'h.VT<Cj 10$ a l \ w r
Another us© of proverbial expressions is found In
/
Alcibiad©©1 praise of Socrates. (Symp. 217 B):/Wc^o/ 
flkv O V V  Styoo T 0 $  ^ O ^ O U  KCi^Coc, fay ^V£>/
H & 1  77£^S O V T I V Q U V  $ V J Z O P t r
® U l<  &,V /MOU ~h KO<>G~<VT%' M v OVTOSj £\ f i l i )
•nf&UJ-cOV TO ~Xv^0/(42vt>b'J oTi/OS gI y z u
7£' 7?a/(Tft>k HaJ /M w a  ma'iSoois ?3V G i^y iftn s , %
1. W* R. Roberts1 Greek Rhetoric and literary Criticism, p. 9 2* HasMd Theo**. Z1& r 611 iT of7 Loeb Classical library,
Plato Vof tt p* 101 5* Homer, XI. XXa , 92-93 4* Ibid. XT. 514
621
Th© usual proverb was? }\cC\ nouE vz k A u P a z — %
The quotations mentioned have been taken from the works 
of Homer and Heardtd* Allusions may be counted here also as 
being inspired by the same purpose as the quotation*. In the 
Symposium* Plato make© Alelblades tell how Socrates skill-
Alcibiades with T5&$ . own* Socrates uses an allusion to Homer 
to express the difference* The passage referred to 1© the 
description of how Claueus exchanged his golden armor for the
Plato, in th© Symposium, allude© to Homer at least ten 3 4 5 * 6times* H© also alludes to Euripides, Prodieus, Acusji&us,
1* W* R* M* Lamb, Loeb Classical library, Vol. V n*226 
2* Homer,II, VI. 2363. 174‘BP# (II. XVXI.587*, XI 408)i 174 D (II* X. 2 2 4 )s 179B (Il.uK* 482)j 179E-130A (11* XVIII* 96)5 1S0A (II* XX* 786f) 190 3f* (Od* XX. 305 f>5 192 D (Od. VXII* 2745 111* XVIII*372 foil) 5 197 C (Od. V* 391) | 218 E (XI* VI. 236); 220 C 
(Od* XV. 242%?
4; 196 E (Stheneb.fr* 663); 199A (Hippol^ 612 }
5* 177B
fully refused his advances by comparing the beauty of
bronze armor of Diomede©* (Symp* 2X8 E): ' £,1 d >?
KCb9opU)V OoUTO \X0\YtO TZ MOI S711-
fc&'i ahXcL/'Ct^M Ar&X-Xos clyt*
KOlX X o USj O O H  Ohij-us /tfou TiXtOVZKTZlY 
S i& v o y f ; aA/\’ Col/ 7/ S 'o j- 'h s  C lX ^  f t t lQ ls
fr ( k \£ b v A'tSxTfia */ £ .v iY € /P S ? S  K€c) Tuj E vti
clA Ksiouy** o yozts.rX l * * n x  x
6* 1 ^'  ̂% X'Cg 'x©Terences 2-6Awaken from Loeb Classical Library, flt& ta y
*»
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1 2  3 4 5Parmenides, Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Heracleitus, and 6Aristophanes *
Just as Plato quotes from the literature of his nation,
so Paul quotes from the Old Testament the national literature
of the Jews*Plato chooses quotations and allusions which
will Illustrate and enliven his discourse; but he did not
use quotations to prove any proposition he puts forth:
"Yet he spices his argument if and when he chooses with plain7spoken words from the poets” Paul,on the other hand,quotes 
largely to prove his position.He asks this question; (Rom*3:9):
Tt ofivj 7rf> o t'ffaMe&cU)
He answers it by stating the following proposition
(Rom. §>:9)i o u  77^oy^TiaG~ciMz,8<su *}ou5a.too&
rrz*JJrci'i D / l m i s a s  holvtcl^ o f '
Then he gives the following quotation from the Old Testa-
1
ment to support his position*(Horn* 3:10-18); 0 0
8'FOLIOS^ OU$<L OOfr Z(TT1W (TUVtOJOJ QVts
8cf T i y  ^  C o V  T O V  $ C O O ' wdLvT £ 5
fc/MQ co $?) (tclo * c>L/tc £<ttus T/oic&tspCf>y\<s~-~
1.178 B2.179 B (01.ii,78 f.)
3.180 A4.183 B (Fr.694);196 C { Thyest.Fr.235).
5. 187 A Arp6$ 221 B (Clouds,362); References! to 5*taken from Loeb Classic­
al Library .Plato, V. ,7. J. Tate,”61 story of Allegorism"^Classical Quarterly. ^
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' T c f r n r o t j  Q v K  t t T t v  co;s i v o %; r & T p c s
<%V€Cc>Y/U£lfOS> O  X qjQC/v X  Cu U T ^ ^  7 GJ%
< y ( r& ie* ou v tcv \s  io d \ io u r c L is  X os 
C u £ m f& c< > i' V T t o  ~t o l  c l v t u > y  t L v  t o
e r r o m & ~ $ k c C\  T[/k£>{(Ls o ^ 8 ? s
0* 77 O S £ S Cc&rZo^ ty jfC O st CLt/tfCL'tri/UTjO^/ltZ
Kfisf raXci/voojTOJCL ^{y  T a i$  o&~oTs tho'tu^ y 
K&J O&OV s 'l^ 'H l'y iS  OO/r o v k
7i<riiis CjPcy3a$> @-<£00 t u n s t / s t m  t u s y  
O (p&ObX/A tvb’ GLOTOV IS
The above quotation is an assembling or support from
1various parts ot  the Old Testament.
ai&usiqhs to  c o m m r m m m  xot^simile a m  metaphor
Botli Plato and Paul throughout their writings make use
of imagery based on the contemporary l i f e  o f their times*
Plato’s regard Tor this device is illustrated in Aiclbia&es2
praise of Socrates’ method of discourse* - This discourse* 
according to Alelblades, was not made up o f technical philo­
sophical terms* but was filled with allusions to such every
1* Of* Ps. 14*1 ~ Sj5j9| 10s7j 36:1* 53:1-3* 140s 3* Is# 59:7f* 
2# 83»odo slum 221 B - 222 A*
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day things as "pack asses* smiths, cobblers, and tanners*”
In similes and metaphors* allusions to contemporary life
abound* Thus (Fhuodrus 050 0)t o v t l * teat
h.fYipt&V'Toi t o u t o Uj b v u u  <rCj/ uol t \
' b & ' l f z i o o  J^OTTOY S z
Phaedi-us S5S C)j K<%\ o fo v  r w t d ^ a  i j  j / s .
'Yî cm OjTio hziwis rt k q ) ts-jzaewv fcXko/uivn 
T io A h s  o ^ - t v  c v ^ v P n  ( jp io z T a i r - - r
Fh&edrus 230 £>y E): iotr7 7 c?/r ja  77€iYu)Y7Cc 
S'C^kXoV Yi TlYa fc(\jd~nOY 7]jSO$8ttfJ-TSS
< r u  i / p t a )  \ a y o o z  o V t u >  t j ^ o t z i ' y u / i s  
L v  /3tf3\toi& t w V  7-e (palufyntfo*-
d y t ) Y  c l j i t k t c i y tccu o t %o \ & Y d X A a d ~ £  {3ouXy\.
Paul*s. metaphorical languages is based on the life of
his times* war* athletics* slavery and the theatre* Thus
he alludes to th© warfare of his tines: (II C or*  10 s 3**5 > %
(T̂ yeK\ 7 7 o V v rz s  o u  KOl TOl rd jvka .
(TTf0 A T  r<SC>/M£ j d  Y # /° Tws (TT/O&TCtttS
o b /Y f U v Y  o u  ( T G tf ik i J ^ a  A h . S o y c l t o l  ~t c Z>
T ifo o s K q , $ c l j o t  i n  y  b ^ U j o u j ^ d T a s Y j  X o y x b ^ o u s
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K0LV>fy\O0VVT€S/ KQJ TlQjV (Sq/oU^tCl €7ICct/QOMZVOV 
tta ,m s y^U/treufc, -roc? frgoV, jca) mYM/ikto'icoTa *rft9 ka/i etos r rto j m ) WXjHaktv'TtfotrreS
r?cLi^ kon/wa, t i <s r h k  wncckoiiv ro o  ^ / ^ tocZ
!Ehis passage contains allusion® to siege warfare, and
the wars which were waged to put down uprisings* Paul di®~
plays an intimate knowledge of the athletic contestss (I Cor*
9 j3 4 **S 7 ): O o K  o I&cltI B n  of i v  GTa.fi 6v T y s ' x a v T E S
~na.i/T€-e y i 'e is  Ty>zyoc/<nt/) f i  ̂ 0 M 3 a . /e i
t o  {2>Pcl{3 z jo v y  o lh u > G  ~ r < > 1 7 Z  m ? im r a -
i I _  ^  » r* . • /
Reference i s  nmde in this passage to th e  prise to a 
definite race co^rse^ 0u% od/< d & n \cu s  , the rigid training 
rules, and also to wrestling and boxing*
Paul displays a tm o y o l^ d ^  o i  the brutal struggles o f
zytxrocuTtu^rci^ ztreTroi jdzts o & u  / W  
C’p f l t t i Z T o t f  < t t t ( j > & v o v  \ a ^ u f ( n u ' j  t i / t f t l s  S i
OstyV-Q&TOV. T o !V W  OUTCOS T/^€)COO
r  J A C '  \ (*i c
U) S O O K  CLOyi/\uiSJ O U T  COS nt/KTSUOu u>s
o u l x  a i j o a  $ < E ^ c u v r c lW o, u n < & t f t a £ , u j  m o o
t o  < r^ /P tO  HrGLt s41 ^  77 COS
k Y iyo u Jp . CtS ^ & U J  O Z ^ G l S  O Kfy$fo$ y z i/u ^ ic a
the arena* (1 Cor* 4s9)s 6oku> y d y > 0  $£os y^yuds 
T q o *  CLnovrdhous tty& ro & s 'd .vsS 'z i^z is  do%
1 711 &€u/Gl i lousy 8 r/ $-<icLiy>ov eyZ i/y iQ -n^w  rd f  
f to c r^o u  kcu ^ y z ^ o i s no)
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toe apostle® have been placed to the arena of Ilf© 
for all men to see their struggles# toey have been marked 
for death#
tous does Paul its© th© life with which hi© people were
familiar to serve as metaphors to carry his highest'thoughts#
1Plate Is conspicuous for his use of the same device#
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 3kBED UPOH PAUL1S
use op piAaxmic x m a m x
, Ihe preceding discussion has presented a general survey 
of the use of figurative language by Plato and Paul* As a 
conclusion# it will be well to discuss in some detail the 
imagery of Plato as used in the Symposium# toe Phaedrus# toe 
fto&eua and some other works of Plato which seem to have in­
fluenced directly Paul*© writings# Illustrations from Paul 
Will be taken chiefly from the Epistle to the Homans and the 
First and Second Epistle* to toe .Corinthians# A few passages 
from other Epistles will be cited as supplementary illustration#
TOE SYMPOSIUM
toere are Indications that Paul alludes to the myth of 
Mtoe Halving of Man% which Plato puts into th© mouth of
2
Aristophanes, the poet who was presented at Agathon1 s banquet# 
Paul may have in mind this myth’s basic figure of two halves
1# so© p* 64 f.2# see above p# 29 f#
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Joining to make to© original whole, when h© writes (1 Cor* 6?16)j
~r\ o u k  oi&cuirg o n  6  k o X X oj^ z v o s  rf?
T i o p v p  £ V  <ru//M<i i r n t s j  i ( r o v r a i  Y & p;
CpyrtriVj q i  & v o  e z $ crap/ca Mtotu:
to© Epistle to th© Ephesian© contains another allusion 
to th© sam© figure# (6*51)t k u r )  ~ r o u r o U  KOuraK d jp B i 
cLv$j®to7iOS I r O K  71&TJQ4 K4J , 7 7 ?  tr /  /M tlT e jo  G
K o X ^ ' V  f i r tc r tT a . !  n^oos r r i r  y(/YQJkQ.‘
Cl Otc>u  txcn ’'zs 'o v ifc i o \ S'oo £ / £  (TCLfofcci p i f U v
toe imagery of toe passages cited above has a close 
affinity to that which Plato uses to presenting the concept
H?n tof two being m d @  one# (Symp* 192 D - 192 B) t cyoa
r e  ~toufe Ivi9u/Mi?rtj kvruj ClUtTu - yzvz(r9n.i 
O t / /Mtxk  / <rr<£ akX-toXo/Sj l& o-t z  /raS \ruKro k g .)
CO Oj t t  Y4f>
- r o u i o u  i n i & U y W J T ^  t$e)ius i/^Ss (roKTriJai 
K<X> cry/M<jpacrtfflru1 £ /s  t o  c o v t o  ̂ cZfrrz a o'
QVTQ.% tv c i  y t y o Y E i f & l  /T&!' i ' toz
o&S Qyci ouTCLjfron^v C L A / f o r z Y c>iJ's 5 " # ^
IXGL1 k77E(6~Clls d'Jl&fiaifnTE; %/C£? Ccff iy'fijfov 
OLVT) &(/ol\s ZISGL zft/0.1 KOiyjp Tz$KZU/T£'
CUiX ojQCtrz £ /  T O u r o u  2/a&r<z KeC\ 2^UpKc\ 
i f f *  f vr, r o o r o u  ̂ t * y v  t 4 '  ~r&UTCL Z fc o v ta s
' I f 7  7  ° ’ s r  *',* M -  a x »
*»■ /Zoafoluiso-,J 0.y i.Tt̂ as
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<^iOlT> fay C L k » K o t V &  T O O T O  8  7 7 #/t)d-
£ 7} £ . & (T̂ v g,)\ 9<:W^ArcO <r̂ rrcz treh  
' H j o c ^ e V ^  Lf* foot is els y-zt/z&'d-ar.:Paul and Plato alike use the imagery of this myth to
present the idea of man’s fall and restoration* Plato ex­
plains this desire to be together* (FSymp* 192 C - 192 D)-* 
O l/ S z v ) Y'tys }civ So^ziz t o u t  elv o j in
‘xcov ic<fjQoS\<rt'cou <ruvoutr'ia., tX/% af>a 
-raurou tP'ska % tzr>qs zrzpoo rcLi'ptt
* w  f q r 0„(Tuvouv o v t u js  %Tit /i/tzyckAyis o~T/ot/dyi<z' 
ioK 'X oJCXo Tl ( io u X O /U Z V r i £/ZfrT?/300 
o f  C fo /r i  S'nXyj ‘ktTTltfj 0 OU 5~UV0lTClI 
tlvetVj c u X X k  /tiat/Tzt/zTca  & /3od}srcii,
ICCLi CLWlTfeTCU. c
JI ~T ° V  OAOO OUV 1
-t# k i u P t f l t k  KQJ Jipoo% OV0Md< * Aristophanes
Hie only way, therefore, to happiness is to give love
2its fulfillment and thereby revert to our primal -estate* There­
fore (S y ra p *  1 9 3 ® :»  8 $  dV  t £  T CO TldpoisTi i j^ a s  u}£?&tgl bv\v*frw 
£?<a t o  o'tKciois / r a / % i s  to  t v t n a  % Xt{&os /tz^ttrrGLs
~ff4f°z?rt r a 0 7i4{°*?l0/Mzr<AJr n ^o s frz o ls  t u -
(T2^3zid^ trcL,Tci<rj'y)<T-a,£ e / s  t > ? ^
tyucriv tea"/ Ituni/Uev'Os jja firap /ovs  fcat zvSd^fo^<a% no ivm . 
Paul assumes that his readers have a full knowledge of
Christ1 s connection, as a redeemer, with the fall of man* He 
first alludes to this myth by saying ( iCor* 6:15} OOK
1. 192 E2. 193 C
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OlJOsTS 071 TO. <T0U/U&TCI / ^ S ^ > 1
’jC pnroZ z r r i i ' j &,ftS 03* T$sei]L» ToV 
X f i i T T o u  7jairi<ruj io p m s  yeisoiro.
But just a® Plato proceeds m k e  the physical attraction
an allegory for the 'ideal longing to be restored; so Paul 
makes use of the figureyfor: (I Cor* 6: 16-17): i i
0 V K  o'lS'a,TcL ott o  i t o A A  Zl'OS t >7 nDjorn
0 —  S J *r ' *tv  $us/U cl, £d~Tit/) z ^ovtcui
o f  G o o  e/s cnys/ra ^ j c l v. 5  S k  k o X ^ t v -
s p j t v o ' s  ' j o u  t z c s ^ ic u  c£> T ivz tju q . k trrtv :
Paul expresses our relation to Christ by using the same 
Imagery in Ephesians* (5:28 * 30): Q or t v<$  o^e f^O U friv
.KCbl O) a,vh~jo£S £L^Cl 71cL w  TCL*> Z C L V J O O V  y u -
vcuk<x$ 0 6 % ri i & u T c i i v  p u s s /a - rc i' 6  ayC cncdiv  
- f y i  k  t a u r o u  y t / V ' d j t i f o  4 a u r c ? v  o u ^ ) s
yG y* n O T t  T y i r  'z c a v jo u  d ^ jo k a  eykiffryitrzts
cuXAk tKrp4(p& tra} (ActAnti Ka$ov$/ V 0 *If&J 6  y p i ( r 7  05  r ^ i v  z k k A > j t i c l ^  $ t t  
y k ii\y i 'icyptev to u  dou/uards ĉ i/ tou.
In this connection, he again alludes to man and wife be­
coming one body. (Bph# 5:32): T 0  y H d d 7 V}/0 (0 (/ j o d r o
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ZdTTlYj £*$ Xp'lS'TOV
ifCct Vets This itcK'Xnd'i&v
Paul dove lop a tills figure further to show that Christ
1satisfies our desire for entirely. ( E f c h . i :
CharityPaul1 s hymn to^ov^ in the First Bpistle to the Cor in*
S3thians, shows the influence of the imagery used by Plato
in the poetic description of the culmination of the proper
pursuit of hove* which Socrates gives as a part of Diotlm’a 
3discourse. Diotlxaa describes a vision coming as the culni*
nation of proper dealings in love which neither waxes nor wanes.
Kaii CLi/rbv 'tScoKz.v Ke^aX>iV v y i i f )  wavm
T 'yt Z K k / \  y n rn t ,  7%t is  Q ( r r / y  t o  G~u>/na.
' t o O jo ,  w w r a  i t /
n e u r i t ' 77^
Even more directly, he says* (Col* 2s 10)? Kcu 
tv  cuuvcjj Ti&Ti’XijptoMevoi,
4
Paul say®, (I Cor. 13?8): *H £tpl7? >i O uS sT iO l^ 77 IV T£K/
1# See above p. 69 
2. Chapter 13s 1-13 
s ; ,  Sym p. SIQr.-E v 212 A 
4f. H>id. 210E - 211A
3 j3 . 210  
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The n e x t id e a  P la to  p re s e n ts  is  th a t  o f  s e e in g  b e a u ty
in  i t s  essence in s te a d  o f  i t  b e in g  p re s e n te d  in  th e  g u is e1
'  o f  han d s , fa c e *  know ledge* o r  s u b s ta n c e . P a u l expresses  
t h is  id e a  in  v e rs e  n in es  yUyD yifw rKo/fey
\ j , I f
Ixcct ny>og??i-r%oo/mv'
6ypiR \
P la to  a g a in  r e fe r s  to  th e  v is lo r^  -<2113): 7a 
&k JdXX& Ti &\/t& KCtXk thru y o u ^z T ^ flo v ia
/ i *
- fp o n o v  ~TtVOL 'T0ioajovj ofov y iy v o M  evouv 
T £  lOov '(LWtOV fcCU $L,'TloXhVjlA£\rU!V /fty fr iv
tK t iv o  t i vX iov /pfyiTZ £/\<xrrov
/ y i n f e  T ra < T ^ z iv  sH? i 3 zy~
B e a u t ifu l th in g s  a re  p a r  ta k e rs  o f  beauty# 1& ey p e r is h  
and come to  b e jb u t b e a u ty  i t s e l f *  ^growg n e ith e r  g re a te r  n o r 
le s s  and is  a f fe c te d  by n o th in g * P au l conveys th is  id e a  in  
h is  a n t ic ip a t io n  o f  p e r fe c t io n  to  come. (X  C o r* 13:10')?
Ot<LV f t  £ }fin  TO T  i'XziO^ TO itc /t<m oos 
lfa .T i\P Y 7 ]P y i(rtT C ii.
D io tlm a  b eg in s  th e n  a d e s c r ip t io n  o f p ro g re s s  by th e  
r ig h t  method o f  boy lo v in g , fro m  obvious b e a u tie s  to  th e
i .  Ib id .  211 A ,B
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1
essence o f b e a u ty * P a u l com prehends t h is  span o f p ro g re s s  
o v e r w h ich  P la to  has lin g e re d  f o r  th e  m ere jo y  o f  n a r r a t in g  i t ,  
w ith  th e  f ig u r e  o f  a  boy g row in g  to  manhood, ( I  C o r* 1 3 :1 1 ):
cr ^
m y  yyi m c S j  z X & X o u v  Jus yJji/oQJ 
£(pfO o y o u v  u / s  v y \ i i t o % j  uj% v J ik o % '
y - t y o m  to , tcl t ou v ^n n t'o u
T h is  is  th e  tim e  when a man w i l l  b eh o ld  b e a u ty  th ro u g h
t h a t  w h ich  makes i t  v is ib le ,w h ich  b reed s  n o t i l lu s io n ,b u t  tru e
exam ples o f  v i r t u e , f o r  he w i l l  have c o n ta c t w ith  r e a l i t y *
(Symp*212 A): o ^ c u u t j  c p  q ^ g l t o u  - t o  ' K a X o y  n k r e t y  
&uk ClS'cJ/iCl Gbre ouhc el^JAou tfcuv rOMtycû
CiAJ d A ^ ? ^ y C c T Z  T C &  ^A^^OCsS, “£, (pCLTlTO/itVUO)--*
P a u l s a y s :(T e rs e  IE ) :  Oyisv' y*
C l^ T* S i g(J o V 'T ^ O U  <LY C L \ Q - r  *} °  7 ^  
f r i  7l^ Q C T iU J T iQ V  T i^O IT C a J T J  O Y '  C t ^ l t
y i y j ( r r c ^ u  y P is ^ o o S j ' t o t z .  S L  
£77/ kTCL$kJ^S K<L I i f f  y
l,8 y m p . E l l  B -  E11D
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How we know only In part* but then we shall see clearly*
Plato says that we shall become immortal only when we beget
*tru© virtue and rear It#
These quotation© from Paul not only show the influence 
of Plato fs imagery in his description of the perfection which 
the proper love brings* b n t ^ l l l a w  his sequence of ideas#
THE PBkEDRUS
The influence of the imagery of the Phaedrnff is also
found in Paul# He uses the imagery of the Phaedrus to dos-
crib© some of his mystical experience* In the Second
Bp. la tie to the Corinthians* he writes* (12:2-5):
C>T6CL Cbl/^jQCUllO^ C v  'ftf lC T T tf V ^O  4.TCUV SktcO^- 
T£er<rd/>t*JYJ S/Tg £V <rd/jMA,Tt ouk- tlit ZKras
'To S (Tco/Ptaros ®otf o\S^j o fi-eos $t\s fipyĵ yĉ Tq,
Yov t o / q v t o v  ^ icos -rpirou OM o&rou. txcCi afSa 
~ rb v  t o ' o u t o v  a.\s&i=oonov;  ̂ cY A  ir r o b /u z T i  tn<t 
rod <TciytAa,ro% r aok tffSa, $ &eco, oTS'e.ir
£'s TOV - n w d & K to *  An, if/ro v< n r  
d fY p K T O . f iT fa to r a . &  cxJ k  i j b v  cusfacCn*, A a tite t,
Plato puts into the mouth of Socrates a description
of a place ztu t &j to o  oup&vou VCajtoj  ̂ where Tk too
O optivoU ' can be seen* Ho earthly poet can worthily des-
Phaody-us » c / /crlbe tills region ^247C)s <->£ unz^Qoupa^vtou tottoo
pha&dws.
l# /|2 1 fc A
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OtJ72 7/S U/MVYI&Z 7TCO TOO IT TriSfL TTOlWTyiS 
o o t z  -noT£ u/Myyifrzi /rar' Cc^/(iyfy£t S%
!Phe realities or this realm are colorless and Intangible#
1Only the Blind can sec them# These things are in their 
essence# unlawful for man to utter# Again# the souls of
2mortals cannot always reach this place outside 'the heomu 
If they reach it# they are troubled by the ,unruly horse
so much that they cannot see all. the realities# The third
Cc*ny\thicLyiS „ . #heavenAis perhaps an allusion to the region above the
heaven, described in the Bhaedrus*
Paul continues' the allusion by referring to the messen­
ger of Satan who was sent to keep him from being exalted5'
beyond measure# Si Is was a thorn in the flesh# Compare
tills with Platofa description of those souls who# though
they reached the place outside the heaven, were troubledd
by the bad horse#
Cl£ eyn p W e  cl Joy PlcutQf „Ihe imagery of following after the goalie us ©or In the
Epistle to The Bill ip Ians when Paul writes concerning the
resurrection of the dead# (3sll-fl2)s £/ ~ri(M6 ̂
'Ty jtro ts  z js  - r r i y  t'ZG i\/a ,<nQ .T \v c/r v t h -
fiouv. O u x  0 7/ Tv  t>y? z)ta/3oio in in Sin reTti- 
£7 cypiA.^ Stoofcoo y<£ c l hr a) tr<ZTc{X&/? cq 
tT&i t£(lT^?Knykf(^fiyiy bvo ̂ X^^(rrou )>ntroo
«**»«• •»«*
1 ^ 4 7  C
2# See page 74 3* II Cor# 12:7 
<&« P * 26
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The figures of following after the gods and being per­
fect are found in. the following passage from the Phaedrus, 
(250 B *  250 0 )i Si Tor'fii/ \8S\v
7\ cb/MTijQoi/) ore crisis tu S & i/to w  
//Aa k # f t  la s  o z j 'is  t s  tc& i f is a is  k.7i6ftzyc>\
Mera /Mzs A/os 'h/Meisi a)Ho* Si:
/P4<l t * h s } \ o o  P~ zujv7 zTSov re /t at
<IT Z^OUirro -TUJV ~t S) is
'X^fcwyMZfra/3/ourdrris oû yî L- 
*c?.o'\4y^o{ / '
O M Z ^ a v r e i  oisrzs / r a ) a .n a & £?Q /n~/r̂
<v c ~ > f / / Jotra 'yiyWQ.s O'drre'/Gtt/ ̂ ^oovcu
O n Z / * e r e ^  o k o ' ^ T y o a  ^  i r a l  
< Z l i } s  f r a . )  C L T ^ - f j  te a .) e £ f a
(/?dtT/ut&7a /Jc/ofaevo: TZ kcli e^i?- 
-TZ0'01/T£S i r a o y y r  Ira^afia, i r a ^ o ,
o v t z % ixa\ a.<xy{/ i4avro> t o A t o u  2> ^ y
d rcu /v ia 77 p  0 y r s s  ^  ̂ 0 ^  a .jT d jf t t '
Otirr/oeau j^ a n A y  SkSscr̂ ec/yMeroi.
Plato presents in this passage the idea that the soul
saw beauty and was initiated into the most blessed mysteries
when It was not In the body* Paul alludes to this when heX
says he could not tell whether or not he was in the body*
Tkie preceding passage from the Phaedrus also introduces the 
idea of being Xjbt) prisoned in the body* In the Epistle to the
W *  mm-mmmtrmmfh M*
1. XI Cor. 12:2
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<$ Paul describes tli© moral struggle thus: (7:22,23):
iro v 'T r t  fro /lA & i T c p  v o y A to  r  o u
f z o i 7 K a i a  t o v  tVo/ c iy P y c o v o o ^
/ 3 k * Z T i u j  S k  z r z j ^ o v  v o y A o y  c s  to I^  
z^eAscr/V ja o o
~rou V Q/tACSs 'TOO y o o s  /H O V (XOJ City/- 
/ U d X u / r  i y o v r a  //e i v  Toy vo/ vluj 
t S i s t o o  o vt i  z v  ro?%
/ A z ^ t o - f y  /M o u .
In much the same spirit which Socrates speaks of the 
body la which we are imprisoned like an oyster in its shell, 
Paul cries out in the Bp is tie to the Homans (7 s 24):
tglXcc\ n c o p e s  z y o o  c L v '^ c u T io s ' T ts* /P (z jQofrZTout 
\ k  T O  U  (p o b jls i Q j T O S  T O O  P - a y O i T O o  T o  o r  0 0
Phaedrus closes with a prayer (2790) 1 fo  i * i r i
m o * K&/\cp T c is S o P t y ^ i ^ c u ^ z t /  S i o<ra
to/s i v x b s  sfic&i /(AOt <p/)ta,
Xhis invites comparison, with Paul’s prayer for the 
Ephesians* (3:16}s / W  Su> tyzTlz t xdxa  to n 'kod ro^  iv is
S o ^ s j q  c u o r o u  S o y < z /te i y y a ra ic o f i / js c i i  S ta  
T 0 0  J IV ZU /40A 0S  c l u t q u  u s  t o o  Ztrou a v ^ o / n o v  , „
lh© imagery of the outer and inner man is also found 
in the Symposium where Aleibrados compares Socrates with the 
Sllenus which is sculptured to resemble a satyr outside, but
781opens to reveal a golden Image Inside* 32ms Paul writes: 
(II Cor, 4s 16U  A tb  o t/ix  EfKO-kod/Heic aJ.X'ti’ t fa i
6 Ĵ u> Ai/ytov S'/elf$ft/2ZTQ,iJ d^Z o Ji&Cu
Z i / t u 'V  tzycLKCLi yQ ura .1  frcu ~A^t sa& ,
THE TIII&EUS
In the T ltm m m * Plato presents the figure of an artificer, /
O 6 ̂ ( ’OW^os shaping his work by keeping his gaze on the 
copy To T)Cb°a Beiyy/Ad (gOftj B): drou /Ptzv oSv 3a ,r o 
d " n /4 i o U /^y o s  -p /cos t o  (ra -ra  to lu tq .  v io v
(^^ETtOuV GLZIj T O i  O O TU J  T n/t TI/SOS-Ĵ CfijHt̂ os 
77GtjzxxAE ty /t / ic iT t j  T ^ y  / tt<h  &uy<X/tAiv
ch/ t o d  %.n e & /& p > iraiy / f a ^ o y  k% ara^Ah'S 
o o T O os a r r o  tsA s7ir^a,i n a y  oS 5 ‘ a.v e's
T b Y ^ g ^ o s ,  y z u - l ' h T C V  TIQ/OQ.
T tp o e r^ /e c c M E i/o s , o u  i <col} . 6 v.
In showing how we become more like God, Paul repeats
much the same idea* (II Cor* 3:18}: 7 7 /0 ^ /^  Ticlvxzs 
GLVCLK£K&Xt// Vtf id ZYCO Jl & 0 (TUJTl c f  T y \ v
irc/jQ/'do jtcltov Tj^/Zoidsieyot Tins oluiviv u^ova
/p iZ T d^Z  o p f  0<S/PterCL CtVo & 6 ^ > ? £  5 o y d V j
I f C i f c c i T I ^  £l7?0 I rO ^ /O U  -flV £U /A C L70S t
‘In  flat©* th© f%ur© I#  applied to fc3hn creation or th e  
Coteaoe ,  Jfor/fos w h ile  in  P a v o / i *  is  a p p lie d , to  to e  in *S i»  
v id u a l c h a ra c te r  d e v o lo p in e  a  lik e n e s s  bo Ood*
F l a t ©  e e t s  f o r t h  t o  t l i o  a p o e e h  -of t& o  fo v tm  o f
t h ©  v t a l b l d  r o d  t w & i b l © *  w h i c h  i t  i n  a  . s t m t ©  o f
Vi//lK̂  «5
b © o o o iii0  and p e r is h in g ,  and th ©  in v is ib le ^  e te r n a l,  and 
« W  S&ho fo rssar is  apprehended hf* t hm a m e o s * h#»*
caua© i t  h m  a  b o d y  tmcl i s  ta n g ib le *  She l a t t e r  i©  to ta n g i*
2
bl© and app*̂ ©nd©& ©nl$> b*r rw rn  * (0VD *  20k} t r! 
t o  }o v  Q 'tf j j j ' t v z t n r  Si o o f r ' i ' f t o v j  K a ) l i  t o  
Y*i^ VÔ tYOV /Pti.V CLZlj ov Si OvSiflOTtJ To 
44  k v  &>! w x r s t  -/u ttttk  %oyau im^tXnTtTov
Ct£i ir 'a rc t  y a b r a  o k  t o  S *a .v  S oJ-yt A *& r*  
a,)<r&T7<r£uJs SAoy-ou S o ^ c u tto v  y i Y ^ / i^ i/oV
/X Q J  G L f f O A X  O l / T U J S S t  o  ( / S i l l C  T £  o v
{22 D £ ) t  onzp (jpofc&TCLi -jryoi vanb>Q ^  4 /o /y
S^iv crfcojt slis, iroTFjQCv is Cc&j yzvt(rzu j^  
c c ^ r i^ z ^ c o r  ovS tfttta .^ H y t^ o ^ tv J Cotj ’ a^/>7S 
77  fsbs « jp£|ybtf'Lv' Cfnjos
T £  koj (T tu^a  7?d.(/ra Sk to. Totaom
d l & ^ ^ r i  r a  %€ d t t r f i f t r a ,  Sc>Z>i r r z p i X ^ v r a  A 4 e rk
} (t\ * _______  ̂ ' ' •* *
c t K r v m r e u j s  j  / r a *  ' f z y v m a  <z(pCL\sY\.
Pmnl &b h© pietw©® th© Chrletlfsri looking toward otomal 
fcliinga, 0mglo^j$ th© identical concept* (II Cor, 4il0)s
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<$-X0yo(jVTC vV 97/t4CV\f 74 (3/lB7l0/Pt€m 
T (X y 4 J y i  /d X z T tO /M & y a .;  t o .  f k j *  /Q ^ .s n J ^ e y # .
'j]^ 6 & tta \jQ C tJ ra  5g / j i ) / g / i  q j u j v i0**
RBFUBiao aiid T m  n i k m o  
X
I n  his imagery of the cave, Plato sets' forth fee idea 
feat realities cannot be perceived directly* The Imagery 
is based on fee fact feat everyone is blinded when he comes 
suddenly from fee dark into the brilliant sunshine# Hie 
people who come forth from the cave must first look at fee 
shadows or reflections of objects* or they must observe them 
at night by fee light of the stars-.*
Hiis concept is repeated In fee Phaedo# (99D-E);
*£  S o f t  ('Tot'vQ/\f /Motj $ S ' B ^ j / M ztol r c L U ja ^ v u S in  L i t -  
zk>mka. -ra 'ovtq. (rfoffwr, 6€\v zu~haftyifrvvcuj Mn vi$-
O t/4 / dve^o 0 /  TO V ~ n )\tO V  t k d  zfvOVTO . frzOU&OOVl'Z.'Z, 
fccu O '/ to r io u M e v o i ' S 'la .ftfieljQ D ifia .i Y & p  Ttoc e i/io i rd  
0 /J J A Q .T Q j E & V  eV V&0.TI 97 T IP I TO/OUTCM TkOTi-
C o v t m  T ~ n v  Z y k o v a  a u r o d .  t o i o u t 6 \ s  r /  f rc C i'itw  
6 \z v o -h  fn \k j  kadi z 8 SItfa, j r d j  7 ia .y rdr?ci(ri r r t v  y v x h r  
~fo(pK  c o D z i n v  0 d \ in c v i /  t tq o s -tc l 77,3 a r / ia  a to . -to T g  
S /M /fa C -i KCK> ik a t - T j i  T tb r  a . id S H f r s u iy  iv i) f£ i(s ,c d i'
cLv T z a -h k i a u r r c u v . '£ S o f%  Sy> ^ 0 /  x p x k c u  e f s rads  
} \ dy-o us kCLTQfoyOVTO. £v ztrsfko is. cr-ko re ly -  tolut 
' 6 v t l u \ t  j d t k  L ’\-y > $ £ ia .K
lt See Above p. 32 f •
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Paul -make® a striking use of tills figure in the encomium 
to Cbwarty {I Cor* 10s 12 }: : ^ j o ^7' 57
t & 6 7 ) T f > 0 O  Z V  9 T6T<Z S i  TlfOO<?CL>7lOV
TJ(QO<Z> T i p O f r t o n O ) / '  OifQTl y iy 'O O O '^C V  t K  / i ^ Z ^ O U %
T o r t  S's KG'* £7r€f
We cannot Imow eXear^ * says Paul, conseq.uen.tly, we can 
not speak clearly*. (I Cor* 13:9)s £/r ĵ â o
p r o L r f t o / t / z y  te a )  4 / r / ^ e ^ o ^ s r  T ifd o ^ n rz v c p /d t is '
Si© m s o n  is because we cannot look directly on the glory 
of the spiritual world* Paul anticipates the time when he 
can behold these realities not in reflections and dark say** 
ings, but can turn his face directly to them ,t
CHAPTER FOUR
AH AimiYSXS OF W E FIGURES OF SPEECH USED
m  paxjx. in w e  EPisTir; m  w e  m m m  aitd
W B FIR3T EPISTLE TO TEE COHXKTKIAHS
In order to show the varied figures of speech used by 
Paul in a single epistle# the following analyse® are given 




1* Introductory address to the Church of Rome, Chapter 1One, verses X **> 7*
2* Reference to himself throughout by us© of the first 
person of the verb# Cf* chapters 1:8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15;
7: 1, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23f 8:18, 38| 9: 1, 3;
IDS 2, 18| 11: 1, 25? 12: 1, 3; 15: 8, 15, 17, 18, 24, 25, 28, 
30, 31| 16: 1, 4, 17*
3* Reference to himself by us© of the personal pronoun*
Cf, Chapters 1: 8, 9, 12, 15; 2:16; 3:7; 7:4, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 
17, 10, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25; 9:1, 2, 3, 19; 10: 1, 11:13; 12:3; 
15:14, 16, 18, 19, 50, 31; 16:4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 21, 23, 25.
4. Direct appeal to those whom he is addressing through 
us© of the personal pronoun you* Cf * chapters 1:8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 15; 2:1, 3, 4, 5, 17, 19, 21, 27; 6:12, 13, 14, 16, 19,
1, References are to the text of Wostcott and Ilort.
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22, 4; 8*2, 9, 10, 11, 18; 11*18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 30 J 
12*1, 2, 3, 19; 14*4, 10, 18; 15:5, 7, 13, 14, 15, 28, 24, 28* 
29, 30; 16*1, 2, 17, 21, 22, 23, 84#
5* On© very prominent personal approach I n  Paul1 s writ* 
ings is the atmosphere of a common interest and fellowship 
which he achieves b y the use of the first person plural of the 
verb and the first person plural of the personal pronoun# Of# 
chapters Is 5; 5*5, 8, 9, 19, 28, 31; 4:1# 9, 24, 25; 5:1, 8, 
3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11; 6:1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8; 7*5, 6, 7, 14, 
25; 8:4, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 31, 32, 34, 35, 
37, 39; 9*84, 30; 12:5,6; 13*11, 12, 15; 14:8, 12, 13, 19#
6# -Introduction of names of -contemporary characters* 
a# K©commendstion of Fhebe# Cf* Chapter IS: 1-2* 
b# Personal salutations in closing of Chapter 16#
1 PrIcIlia and Aqtiila, verses 3, 4.
2 Bp&enltus, verse 5.
3 Mary, vers© 6
4 Andronicus arsd Jrnia, verso 7*
5 Ampliaa, verse 8*
6 Urban© and Stachys, vers© 9#
7 Apellia and Aristobulus1 household# vers© 10#
8 Herodion and the household of Uarcisus, v e r s a 11*
9 Tryphena, Tryphasa and Persia, verse 12*
10 Kuphus and his mother, vers© 13
11 Asyncrltus, Phlegon, Hennas# Patrobas, Hermes, 
and his brethren, verse 14*
84
10 Fhllolagua, Julia, Keren© and his sister,
Olympus, and the Church in their house, verse 15* 
c*SalutatIons from M s  own companions ef* Chapter 16*
1 Timotheus, hucui®, Jason, and Bosipator, verse 21*
2 Xertlue, verse- 22*
0 Gaius, Erastus, and Quartus.* verse 23*
II* The. Myth
1* Abraham* s faith as symbolic of the fact that cir­
cumcision was not essential* Of# Chapter 4:1 - 88*
2# Hie story of the fall in presenting redemption from 
sin through Christ* ef# Chapters 5:12-21*
3# The birth of Isaac to show that all believers are the 
children of promise* cf* Chapter 9:7-9*
4* The birth of Esau and Jacob to show Godf s choosing 
people he loves* cf* Chapter 9$ 10-13*
5* The seven thousand who had not bowed knee to Baal as 
an indie©tIon that there were some of the Jewish people who 
would believe* cf* Chapter 11:2-4*
XXI* The Allegory
1* 'Jhe Jew and physical circumcision as an allegory of the 
Christian and t^/rnE^purity* cf * Chapter 2 i 28-29*
2* A wife released from her husband by death as an allegory 
of fihristiah® being released from the law by the death of 
Christ* cf# Chapter 7: 1-4*
5# The allegory of the cultivated and wild olive tree as 
an allegory of the Jew and Christian# ef* Chapter 11: 16-25.
4* US* fotiy m & tm c&'sm  m  a® alls&ery of t:hs offices 
of ti'* Cliysels* cf"* G»ptw? 18* 2. r %
IV* S b ®  '3hspI»&f«Hi2 Gljmae of Pwtls®*
2.* Sij® Christian*© tritsapli. m m  all abate wkjM separate 
him f#oa Christ* of* Chapter 0* $8 «* S'S#
S* Braise of' *1* Boosoojjca? of th© Gospel* of. Chapter 
201 IS • 28*
0* itmlsliRg $fe® »s?©y of God* of* Chapter 12s 83-. 30*
V* hlalootlc: ̂  Found in the fom of a question ©fatefa is used 
to iateoGuo® til® proposition xm&esp dissuasion* of* Cfcapfcoi?®
3* 1, 0* 0* %  87, 0% S2{ 4*2, 20| fill# 18f ?:7f 9*4, 30 j 
20*201 11*1, 7# 20*27*
V I .  q u o ta t io n s *  Ch©pt©» 2*2? {Bah, S*4)j 3*4 P*b# 82i4>, 
294b (P®, Msl-% fs* 3*9* 20sV® 80*2| SS*2-S| 240*3, la* 69* 
7J* 4*7f* {$■*♦ SStlf*), 27 (0«w 1718)f 0*30 {fe* 44*S8)| 9*7 
(tan* @2*2®), e{@6»« lo n ^ j is  (a i«  14 (a u  33*29),
17 (St* 8128)# ©G (IJfid# 8*83)l 87 f* (Is* 20188* 88), 99 <1®, 
2*9| 23*103, 53 (Is, 80*10)f 20tS (Lev. 18*8) 6 - 0  (2*®fe* 80* 
32-24}# 21 (2#* 80*203, IS (3®el8*SS), 18 (J«. 80*7) 20(Fs, 18* 
4,)29 (9©t* 38*823, SO £ (Is* 65:2f»)} 22*8 - 4 .(2 Kin* 29*24 * 
IS), t  Us* 80| 201 6:20- ''A 9 t * U»* e0* SOf), 06 (Is* So*
80), 87f iis* 87*9)| 24*21,(Is# 46*83)j 28*3 (B»* 09*9), 0 
{*•#■10*4®)* 20 { «®ut* i®»40 }, 21 (?«. 217*13, 22 (Is 12:1), 
20*3, 81 (Is* C8*.?fi) ̂
VII* Stallo «sd JJetaphOM Allusions to Cantoitpoiwy life*
2*(ime 2oivm)
fi K o . i t ^  wn^  voUeitsec foms .of. Chapters 2*23® 3*82, 88,
06
28, 28, 5:1, 9, 16, 18; 8:30.
uh$-&$)a\r Of. Chapters 8:15, 23; 9:4, 
i-j-KiiX tu> Cf, Chapter 8:53,
Cf* Chapter 14:10
* /
ttru* an(i related forme,(fc,Chapters 2:1, 2$
5, 16; 3:6,7; 5s16, 18; 8iS4; 14810
2* € ^ p o s  Cf# Chapters 5*10; 11:28
3, 'fra  T d \ X  it cr fro Cf, Chapter 5:10
4# ( Slavery)
tUioA<sTPwtr/$ Cf * Chapters 3:24, 8:23 / ✓5. k 'z ^ ^ p ts o S Cf. Chapter 9:21
6, Cf, Chapters 8:33f 11: 5, 7, 28
-7. $ a.<n\’c.vov C+. Chapters 5:14, 21; 6:12
8* O'thTiruj Cf, Chapter 6:4
9* t t lip  l lo Cf* Chapter 6814; 7s 1
10# i  L^LUYtDY Cf * Chapter 6:23
11* K~)iy}{dOfqk£>^ Cf* Chapters 4 s14; 8*17
12# (War,)
yt'ftZUO Cf* Chapter 8s 57
15* Âgriculture)
Chapter 11:25, 24; See also the 
allegory of the wild and cultivated olive tree; 




1* Introductory address to the Church at Corinth and
I
to all Christians# Chapter 1:1 f#
2* Reference to himself by us© of the personal pronoun 
or first person of the verb# Cf# Chapters 1:4, 10, 11,
12, 14, 15, 16, 17; 2:1, 2, 3; 3:1, 2, 6, 10; 4:4, 6,
9, 14, IS, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21; 5: 3, 4, 9, 11, 12;
6:12; 7:6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 25, 28, 29, 32, 35, 40; 8:13;
9: 1, 2, 3, 8, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26,
27; 10;1, 14, 19, 20, 29, 30, 33; 11:1, 2, 3, 17, 22, 23
12:1, 3; 13: 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13; 14:5, 6, 11, 14, 15,
18, 19; 15:1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11̂ , 31, 32, 34; 16:1, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21.
3# Direct appeal to those whom he is addressing through 
the us© of the second person plural and singular of the 
personal pronoun and the second person plural of the 
verb# Cf# GXiapters 1;3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 26, 30; 2:12,3, 5; 3: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 16, 17, 22; 4:
6, 7, 8,,14, 15, 16, 17, 21; 5:1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10* 12,
IS; 6: 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 16, 19, 20; 7: 5,
16, 21, 23, 27, 28, 32, 35; 8:9, 10, 11, 12; 9:11, 12,
13, 24; 10:1, 7, 10, 13, 15, 21, 27, 28, 29, 31; 11: 2, 
3, 19, 20, 22, 26, 30, 31; 12:1, 2, 3, 27, 31; 14:1, 5,
9, 12, 17, 20, 26, 31, 34, 36; 15:1, 2, 3, 12, 17, 31,
34, 36, 37, 51, 58; 16:1, 2, 3, 7, 10, 12, 13, 15, 18,
19, 20, 23, 24#
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4. Use of the first person plural of the verb and of the 
personal pronouns Cf* Chapters, 1:1, 8, 23| 2|6, 7, 12, 
X3| 3:9; 4:1, 9, 10, 11, 22f 5*Q| 9|4, 5, 6, 11, 12,
131 10*6, 8, 11, 16, 17, 22| Ilf31, 32* 12:13, 24* 13:
9, X2| 15:3* 14, 15, 19, 30, 31, 32, 49, 51, 52, 57.
5. Introduction of vmines of contemporary characters*
1* Sosthenes mentioned in the introductory address,
Chapter 1:1*
2. Apollos, Cf, Chapters 3:4, 5, 6$ 4:6; 16:12,
3. Cephas, Cf. Chapters 3s23* 9:6*
4. The Brethren of the lord* Cf* Chapter 9:5*
5* Barnabas, Cf. Chapter 9:6.
6 *  Introduction of TImotheus* Cf, Chapter IS s lQ f*
7. Th© household o f s tephanas* Cf. Chapter 16 s 16.
8, Fortunetus* Cf. Chapter 16:17 f,
9* Salutation from Aqulla and Priscilia. Chapter 16 s 19,
6. Salutation of Paul by his own hand* Gf* Chapter 16 s21,
IX* Tim m m
1, The cloud and The Crossing of The Hod Sea used as an 
example of Cod's leadership. Cf, Chapter 10:If.
2* The marina is seen as a spiritual food. Cf. Chapter 10:3,
3. Christ is visualised as the spiritual antitype of the 
rook which gave water when Moses struok It* Cf * Chapter 
10:4.
4, TIi© malcontents being destroyed referred to as an example 
to the murmurers of his day, Cf. Chapter 10: 5, 10*
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5# Hie worship or the golden calf used as a warning 
against idolatry and license* Cf. Chapter 10 8 7*
6* Tkm, allusion to the serpents used as a warning 
against testing Cod* ,Cf * Chapter# 10s9*
7# A&eia’s sin which caused the fall is contrasted with 
Christ’s righteousness which brings a restoration#
Cf. Chapter 15; 21 f.
I I I .  ALLEGORY2
1. Hie Body..and members as an‘allegory of the Church.
Cf. Chapter 125 12 - SO.
8. .me-sowing of grain as an allegory of the death and 
resurrection of the body. Cf. Chapter 15 s 35 ** 58*
I V .  B i t  E n c o m i u m s
X* The Praise of, C h a n t y ) Of. Chapter 15tl - 15.
V* Hie. Inspirational Climax of Praises
1. Description of the victory over death* Cf * Chapter 
15s 54 - 57.
VI* Dialectic used as in Romans* Cf. Chapters 1: ; ; 9si#
5; 10519| 11113* 14s6* 15* 23; 15s12* 29* 35.
V I I.Quotations t
Cf. Chapters ls!9 f* (Is* 29:14$ 53:18)$ U3 1  (Jer. 9s2S f*)$ 
2s9 (Is* 64$4)* 16 (Is. 40# 13) ; 3sl9 (Job* 5:13}* 20 
(Ps. 94:11)$ 5s13 (Deut* 13:5); 6sl6 (Gen* 2:24}$ 9;9 (Deut. 
25:4}$ 10s7 (Ex. 32:6}* 26 (Ps. 24sl)$X4;21 (Isa. 28sll)$
152 33 (Eccles* 2i24; Is* 22:13)* 45 (Gen. 2s7)# 54 (Is. 25s 
8)* 55 (Hoc. 13:14)*
VIXI* Simile, Metaphor, Allusion to ContoEporary Lire*
1* Agricultural Life*
Of* Chapters 5:6 - 9j 9:7, 10, 11; 15:57 
2* Building,
Cf, Chapters 5:9^17; 6:19 
5, Business Life#-
cf* Chapters 4jl f*
4, Government and Law
f£ a ( rO (z l> u ; Cf* Chapters 4:8
and related forms * Cf# Chapters 5:12, 
15, 6*2, 5, 4, 5,
5* Xhe&tre and Arena
^stVTp&Y Cf* Chapter 4:9 
6# Bosses tie Of, Chapter 5 s 6, 7, 8,
7* Slavery# Cf * Chapters 0:20; 7:22, 23
8* Warfare, Cf* Chapters 9s 7
9* Athletics, Cf* Chapter; '9:24 - 27}*
10* tT Z V T ^ d f Cf* Chapter 15s 55 f*
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LIKE OP HIE AUHIOH
Joseph Boyd Williams was horn at Scranton, Kentucky
November IB, 1910# He attended Frenchburg High School in 
Frenchburg, Kentucky for two years# He then transferred 
to Winchester Academy In Winchester, Kentucky and received 
his high school diploma from this school He attended More- 
head State Teachers College, Morehead, Kentucky for one 
year, after which he transferred from this college to 
Anderson College and geological Seminary, Anderson, Indiana* 
While attending this school, he worked in a General Motors 
Plant in Anderson* He transferred back to Morebjkd and re­
ceived his A. B* degree from tik M r institution*
Hie writer indicated his desire to enter the ministry 
of The Church of God at the age of eighteen* Immediately, 
he was asked to serve as assistant to his father who had the 
care of four local churches* Mail© serving the church in 
this way, he =■ ' taught In the rural schools of the community# 
II© has also held a position as Head of the Science Department 
and Assistant Athletic Director of Morgan County High School, 
West Liberty, Kentucky* In 1941, while he was serving as 
Principal In the Jenkins Independent School System, Jenkins, 
Kentucky, the Colonial Place Church of God in Norfolk invited 
him to its pulpit as pastor*
This work was don© while h© was. serving this Church*
In June, 1941, the Missionary >oard of The Church of God
a p p o in te d  h i *  to  d ir e c t  th e  t r a in in g  o f 'n a t iv e  te a c h e rs  
and s u p e rv is e  th e  o p e ra tio n  o f some e ig h ty  n a t iv e  sch o o ls  
w h ich  a re  a  p a r t  o f  th e  M is s io n  program  o f  th e  C hurch o f  
God in  Kenya C o lo n y , B r i t is h  E a s t A f r ic a ,  He w i l l  assume 
th e -d u t ie s  o f  th is 'p o s t  as soon as c o n d itio n s  p e rm it .
